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FOREWORD
The studies described in this report comprise Phase III, Segments 1 through 4, of Edgewood
Arsenal's three-phase Pyrotechnics Hazards Evaluation and Classification Program. The
report was prepared by the General Electric Company, Management and Technical Seryiccs
Department (GE-MTSD), Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi, under National Aeronautics and Spacl'
Administration (NASA) Contract NAS8-23524 for the Engineering Test and Evaluation Section,
Process Technology Branch, Chemical Process Laboratory, Weapons Development and En-
gineering Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland.
The work described herein was performed "in accordance with the contract workscope with
technical direction and assistance from W. P. Henderson, Chief, Engineering Test and Evalu-
ation Section. Mr. A. E. Becker and Mr. J. Vo~~elein of the Edgewood Safety Office, in
conjunction with Mr. Henderson, were i.:nstrumental in structuring the total pyrotechnics hazards
program, which was comprised of the following phases and segments (For reference purposes
the appropriate GE-MTSD report number has been indicated):
• Phase I (GE-MTSD R-U35) was comprised of two segments. Segment 1 encompassed
TB-700-2 testing of a number of pyrotechnic compositions and end items, and Segment
2 covered "TNT equivalency" testing of these same compositions in granular form.
• Phase II, the study of hazards associated with pyrotechnic manufacturing processes,
consisted of seven segments as follows:
• Segment 1 (GE-MTSD R-(45) reported on the findings of a comprehensive records
and experience analysis of accidents and incidents throughout the pyrotechnic
industry.
• Segment 2 (GE-MTSD R-040) contai:led the findings and recommendations arising
from an operational survey of Pine Bl uff Arsenal.
• Segment 3 (GE-MTSD R-(54) was the test pi an developed for the increments of
work, Segments 4, 5, Ei, and 7.
• Segments 4, 5, 6, and 7 (GE-MTSD H-05S) included the test description and
results of all Phase II tests. Conclusions and recommendations based on the
test data were applied to new techniques and concepts of process hazard mini-
mization.
• Phase III which is reported ill this volume includes the results of investigations into the
properties of pyrotechnic compositions and the methods by which they might be more
reliably and precisely evaluated and classified.
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Related studies reported on previou,sly and technically administered by the Engineering Test
and Evaluation Section were as follows:
• Effects of Copper and Heavy Metals on the Sensitivity of Pyrotechnic Mixes (GE-MTSD
R-036)
• XM-9 cis Canister End litem Tests (GE-MTSD R-037)
• Electrostatic Vulnerability of E-·8 and XM-15/XM··165 Clusters - Phases I&:"
(GE-MTSD R-052 and R-(57)
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ABSTRACT
This report contains the findings, conclusions, and recommendations relative to the investiga-
tions conducted to evaluate current tests, propose modifications" and propose additional tcsts
to classify pyrotechnic materials and end items as tc their hazard potential. In the past, P\TO-
technic compounds were subjected to the same clas~lification test series as were high explosivcs
(as specified by TB 700-2), even though thl'ir reaction characteristics are quite different. This
situation has prevailed because of a lack of information to determine applicable tests and a lack
of data to establish the tests' validity; :thus, the study rePJrted herein is intended to providc in-
formation required to establish an applicable means of determining a pyrotechnic's hazard po-
tential.
The existence of (or degree of) a hazard potential of a reactable system may be defined in terms
of its probability of progressing through each of the leT elements (initiation, oommunication,
and transition to detonation). From a safety standpoint, it is desirable to minimize the initia-
tion probability, but in most cases the criteri.a affecting the safety regulations of reactable sys-
tern configurations are established independently of the initiation probability. Thus, it is pri-
marily the communication and transition aspects of the systems which require determination
and classification. For example, when functioning as designed, the transition probabil it)' of
pyrotechnic items approaches zero, but under confinement a reaction transition or an equiva-
lent effect may be quite likely. A measure of the energy released during this process is the
relative percentage of a standard high explosive (HE) detonated at the same location which would
produce an identical effect. The effect traditionally chosen is that of the peak overpressure or
impulse of the resulting shock wave as a function of distance from the source. In order to better
understand this critical characteristic of pyrotechnics, HE equivalency testing and evaluation
comprise a major portion of this report. Other hazard classification tests investigated and
evaluated include dust ignition sensitivity and combustibility, instrumented impact ignition sen-
sitivity, spark ignition sensitivity, differential then-nal analysis, and Parr bomb.
vi
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DESCHIPTION OF PROGHAM PHASES
This report deals with findings and recommendations of the third and final portion of Edgewood
Arsenal's preliminary Hazards Evaluation Program, which was begun March 17, 1969 to pro-
vide the foundation for cost effective solutions to operational and safety problems associated
with current production facilities, and to provide an approach to the many problems in the o\"er-
all Arsenal modernization program.
As outlined previously, this program was structured into three phases to provide a definable
technological base upon which to build a completely new family of safety criteria applicable
specifically to pyrotechnics.
PHASE I - HAZARDS CLASSIFICA no:" TESTS
Phase one dealt with:
a. The examination of the properties and hazard classiHcation of a number of standard
pyrotechnic munitions and their ingredients in accordance with currently acceptable
criteria.
b. Examination and discussion of the appropriateness of such criteria.
c. The determination by se\'eral test methodls, of the so called "TNT eql;livalency, " of
the munitions and ingredients in question ..
d. Recommendations for further and more definitive testing in Phase 3.
PHASE n - OPERATIONAL HAZARDS ANALYSIS/DEVELOPMEt'T AND PROTECTIVE
CONCEPTS AI\'D CRITERIA
Phase II included:
a. An operational hazards analysis of a governmental production facility and analysis of
several operations of contractor facilities ..
b. A systems analysis to evaluate "maximum credible" and "worst case" incidents and
to develop appropriate scaled test simulations. Included in each evaluation were all
identified contributors to potentially synergist.ic reactions.
c. Conduct of tests at various scale si,zes to simulate worst case conditions.
d. The development of facility construction and operational shielding criteria and concepts.
e. The proof testing of such criteria/concepts. One concept developed appears to repre-
sent a breakthrough in the state··of-the~rt.
vi i
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PHASE III - DEVELOPMENT/MODIFICATION OF HAZAHDS CLASSIFICATION CHITEHlA
AND TEST METHODS
In this. the last phase of the Hazards Evaluation Program. an attempt has been made to identify
the fundamentals of a proposed new method of classifying pyrotechnics, (and hazardous materials).
This includes the following:
a. Identification of information needed to satisfy tb.e proposed new classification criteria.
b. Identification of currently accepted tests which provide some of this information.
c. Hecommended modifications to current test/c].assification devices.
d. Recommendations for test to develop new methods to fit the proposed classification
criteria.
The remainder of this summary will discuss the Phase III activities.
BACKGROUND
Saiety authorities generally (including the ASESB. and the AMC. and Edgewood Arsenal Safety
Offices) have long recognized that existing hazards classification criteria, which have resulted
from a large body of historical. and empirical data furni.shed by serious accidents, and supported
by R&D Programs conducted to supply information applicable to high explosives and propellants,
were not suitable for pyrotechnics operations. Often overlooked was the fact that adherence to
these criteria. or to criteria developed by analogy not only failed to assure the optimum degree
of saiety (since it tended to provide protection against the wrong hazards) but also represented
a significant cost consideration in the design and operation of pyrotechnics facilities, and in the
transportation of such munitions.
The advent of the Edgewood Arsenal modernization program made it imperative that these factors
be adequately considered if the goals of increased production and safety. at reduced cost, were
to be obtained.
In the effort reported on herein. an attempt has been made to structure a new hazard evaluation
concept. namely that hazardous materials shoul.d be classified and ranked by their ability to
initiate. communicate (and upgrade initiationl and to transit to detonation when subjected to the
'"arious stimuli available in the environment. This concept referred to herein as the ICT
criteria has been discussed with safety authorities at various government levels. Ideally,
materials thus classified would be rated as to the probability of any or all events occurring when
the materials are subjected to the various environmental stimuli.
Classification by these criteria will in turn serve to indicate more accurately the nature of the
hazards and the type of protection required in a given silJ.lation. This concept is
applicable to the operation of "Hazardow:," or Dangerous" material s from oxidizer s and flam-
mables through high explosives.
vi i i
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While a complete resolution of the problem was beyond the scope of the current investigation,
sufficient information has been gained to permit modification of currently used test and classifi-
cation equipment to furnish some of the information required. Other existing tests which are
appropriate have been identified and recommendations for further modification and new test
development have been included herein.
DISCUSSION OF EXISTING TEST METHODS
The great majority of tests currently used by t.he explosives/propellants/pyrotechnics industry
are aimed at indicating in a general way the materials' sensit.ivity to ignition by various st.imuli,
(1 as previously discussed).
Several indirectly indicate communicability and upgrading (C) and several tend to indicate
detonability (T). As discussed Phase I report l' almost all these llTlethods are highly suspect
when applied to the pyrotechnics tested in Lius contract. and only one test which is e,,:tremely
"operator sensitive" (Impact Test) resulted in the Class 7 classification of a few of the materials
tested in Phase I (see GE-MTSD Report No. OaS).
Several improvements to this test apparat.uE' proposed by the contractor, including one de\"eloped
in a series of tests conducted for Picatinny Arsenal, Contract No. NAS8-25149, appear to have
merit and should be considered.
Ignition and unconfined burning tests (described in Phase I and TB 700-2) tend to pro\ide informa-
tion useful for calculation of communication hazards (C) but are inexact and provide only for
observation of an explosion of an adjacent cube of material but no measurement of the severity of
the explosion.
Similarly, end item tests which give data useful to the evaluation and classification of a given
pyrotechnic in a given package represent a solution for the specific combination only, and tests
reported on herein have shown that classi.fication by <Ulalogy may be dangerous.
In a similar way, most of the tests included 111 TB 700-:~ are not really applicable to pyrotechnics
since they represent an attempt to classify items that burn by tec:hniques designed to indicate a
detonation.
Modifications proposed herein will increase the usefulness of a number of these tests by providing
data more directly applicable to the problem I and by providing for accumulation of quantitative
rather than qualitative data. Other tests which are important in evaluating the hazards potential
such as the Hartmarm, DTA, and others are also discussed herein.
TNT (HE) Equivalency
r.luch attention has been devoted in recent years to the concept of TNT equivalency which means
literally that the material in question is compared to Tr--;T (or usually spherical pentolite) in terms
ix
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of the ratio of pressures generated by given weights of HE or pyrotechnics at a given distance,
or by the ratio of weights required to given :ldentical pressures at these distances.
In the evaluations and tests reported on herein, we have discussed the various methods of con-
fining TNT equivalencies. Insofar as pyrotechnics processors are concerned, it is probably
simpler ~ use the equivalent weight concept; i. e., the equivalent weight of HE required to ~ene­
rate the overpressure of concern at a given pointj ego a 10 percent equivalency value would mC:ln
that 100 lbs. of material reacting would produce at a given distance the same peak overpressure
as '10 lbs. of TNT at the same distance. In these terms, none of the pyrotechnic smoke com-
positions tested resulted in "equivalencies" greater than 15 percent. All, in fact, were within
the range of pressures that could be attained by a pneumatic rupture of a pressure vessel of the
volume and wall thickness as the test vessel.
All indications to date are that if a detonation of any of the pyrotechnics tested is possible, it
would require a donor charge not available in its normal environment or a degree of confinement
many times greater than that attainable by accident.
Another misleading factor arises from the more or less standard practice of evaluating materials
exploded in containers (or otherwise confined) with a reference curve developed for bare high
explosives which introduces a further error since a high explosive which is confined has a greatly
reduced HE equivalency.
Of more imp?rtance to Pyrotechnics Hazards Evaluation problems is the fact that the rate of
pressure rise of high explosives initiated in a confining vessel is measured in fractions of milli-
seconds, whereas the pressure rise for pyrotechnics is measured in tens of milliseconds.
Amont other things, this indicates that venting, suppressing and attenuating techniques will be
more effective in pyrotechnics application than in high explosiv,es applications.
Summation:
• An effective beginning has been made in developing new criteria for classification of
hazardous materials.
• Appropriate modifications to existing test methods to increase their effectiveness for
application to pyrotechnics have been developed.
• Additional tests (not previously listed in TB 700-2) have been evaluated and suggestions
made for their application and modification as appropriate.
• The concept of explosive equivalency has been explored in detail with appropriate
recommendations.
x
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• Considerable information regarding the nature of the reactions of pyrotechnic smoke
mixtures to various stimuli has been attained and correlated.
• Recommendations for modificatlon of current classification criteria have been
developed.
Conclusion:
The result of all findings to date is thalt the objectives originally outlined, namely increased
safety and reduced cost are attainable, and that the appropriate modification of Hazards Classifi-
cation criteria will help greatly in meeting these objectives.
xi
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SECTION 1
INn~ODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
This document constitutes the final report of a study of a. classWcation system appr~riate for
the establishment of the hazard potential of pyroteehnic compounds and items. This study com-
prises Phase ill of a comprehensive thrf~e-phase Hazards Evaluation Program (HEP) being con-
ducted by the General Electric Company, Management and Technical Services Department
(GE-MTSD), Bay Saint Louis, Missi:ss1ppi, under National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Contract NAS8-23524 for the EnginE!ering Test and Evaluation Section, Process Techno-
logy Branch, Chemical Process Laboratory, Weapons Development and Engineering Laboratory,
Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland.
Phase I of the HEP consisted of applying' the existing hazards dassification techniques (as de-
fined in TB 700-2) to pyrotechnic items of concern. Phase II comprised a study of the hazards
associated with the manufacture of pyrotechnic items. Thus, this Phase III study utilized a
wealth of data, experience, and imowledge from previous investigations (additional relevant
programs are discussed in the Foreword).
1.2 STUDY ORGANIZA TION
Phase In was contractually and functionally divided into four segments. The contents of the
four segments are defined as follows:
• Segment 1 (reported in Section 2 of this report) - Define the performance cha-
racteristics required to evaluate pyrotechni,cs and evaluate existing explosive
classification test methods for application to pyrotechnics classification and
performance.
• Segment 2 (Section 3) - Develop data required for the modification of existing
standards.
• Segment 3 (Section 4) - Develop new and/or modify existing equipment and
test methods to obtain required data and conduct validation tests as appro-
priate.
• Segment 4 (Section 5) - Prepare and submit data requested for testing,
evaluation, and classification of pyrotechnic rro. terials.
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The results of these incremental studies arlB reported herein in the sections indicated. Contract
compliance may be verified by comp~t.rison 'with thel content of the appropriate sections. A logic
diagram of the Phase nI effort is shown In Figure 1-1.
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SECTI ON 2
SEGMENT 1 - DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED TO
EVALUATE PYROTECHNICS AND EXISTING EXPLOSIVE TEST METHODS
2.1 BACKGROUND
The need for an appropriate hazardE: claSSification is obvious when one considers the quantity
of reactionable compositions and items which are transported, handled. and stored The gn'at
variety of materials and their sL;bsequent variations in reaction characteristics m;Jking s()nll'
inherently more hazardous than others requires an appropri~lte classification structure and
testing criteria to establish the material's position withm the classification scheme. Appm-
priate and properly performed classification criteria can then be utilized to establish safe
transportation, handling, and storage regulations for all materials of concern.
2.2 CURRENT PYROTECHNIC HAZARDS CL.ASSIFICATION CRITERIA
The existing hazard classification standards are contained in manual TB 700-2, .. Explosives
Hazard Classification Procedures." The purpose of TB 700-·~~ is to set forth procedures for
determining the reaction of ammunition,. e"plosives, and solid propellants to specified initiating
influences. Based on reactions obtained, it further provides for assignment of appropriate
hazard classifications (Quantity-Distance Class, Storage Compatibility Group, DOT Class and
OOT Markings). Cognizant safety authorities have questioned the validity of subsequent hazard
classifications of pyrotechnics based on the tests and techniques reqUired in tB 700-2. It is
felt that the tests are most applicable te high expLosives materials classification and leave
serious deficiencies when appl ied to pyrotechnics.
The classification tests are described in Chapters 3 - 5 as follows:
• Chapter 3 - Minimum Test Criteria for Bulk Explosive Compositions and Solid
Propellant Compositions.
"Tests in this chapter are intended to develop data on the stability and sensitivity
of new compositions of bulk explosives and solid propellants. Such data is re-
qUired in order to determine that these compositions are safe to handle, transport,
and store...
• Chapter 4 - Minimum Test Criteria for Ammunition and Explosive Items Including
.. Pyrotechnics, ...
"The tests in this chapter are intendE'd t,) develop data upon which storage and
transportation classifications of ammunition items may be based...
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Table 6 in Chapter 4 contains the" Minimum Test Criteria for Determining Hazard
Classification of Pyrotechnic8" and is included in Table 2-1 (this report) for reference.
Note that these tests are simu.lations of conditions expected to occur during typical
accidents.
• Chapter 5 - Minimum Test Criteria for Rocket Motors or Devices Containing Sol id
Propellants. The tests outlined in this chapter are not applicable to pyrotechnics
hazard classification.
TB 700-2 test criteria are not intended to determine the "hazards during various stages of
manufacture and assembly" (the subject of the Phase II study, GE-MTSD-R-043, 040, lJ~)4, and
058) on the "susceptibility to accidental initiation by electrostatic and electromagnetic influence"
(the subject of the electrostatic vulnerability studies of E8 and XM1S/XMI63 clusters, GE-l\lTSD-
R-052 and 057).
The classification criteria reqUired in 1'B '700-2 are primarily based on simulation of likely acci-
dental environments. It fails to establish a test methodology consistent with a thorough, appro-
priate analysis of the conditions reqUired to result in a hazardous situation. An inherent
sequence of events must occur in any accident involVing readable materials. This cause and
effect approach to the problem is formahzed in the following paragraphs.
The classification procedure as defined by TB 700·-~~ rates bulk materials in the following cate-
gories:
• DOT Forbidden - If spontaneous ignition i.s possible within the temperature environ-
ment range anticipated dUiring tr:msportation and sltorage.
• DOT Restricted - If ignition is possible because of impacts anticipated during normal
handling and transportation.
• DOT Class A, Military Class 7 - If an ext.ernal detonation can be easily induced in
and propagated through the material or ignition is possible because of impacts
encountered during abnormal handl mg.
• DOT Class B, Military Class 2 - If material is reactive but ignition is not likely
except when subjected to extreme accidental conditions and even then the material's
probability of detonating is minimal.
The Chapter 3 (TB 700-2) tests are used to establish the composition's position within the above
hazard classification levels. The classification interpretation specified for the test results is
shown in Figure 2-1. Note the objective of this procedure is to establish a classification scheme
which can be conveniently related to the condition encountered during transportation, handling,
and storage.
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Table 2-1. TB 700-2, Chapter 4, Table 6. Minimum Test Criteria for Determining Hazard Classification of
Pyrotechnics - All Types and Certain Small Items Containing Solid Propellants
4. Type. of Initiation1. Type
Burning
Detonating
2. Packaging. as Normally
Stored and Shipped
Individual Item or
Unit
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Per Unit
3. Type of Info
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Single Container
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Determination of Frag-
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External Heat
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2.3 THE ICT APPROACH
2.3. 1 GENERAL
The following paragraphs present, with amplifications, the following physical/chemical phenome-
na, some or all of which nonnally occur sl~uentilllly during the reaction development from
initiation to detonation when a pyrotechnic mixture (solids and dusts) is ignited:
• Initiation at a localized region.
• Communication to adjacent material by a subsonic burning process (deflagration).
• Transition from deflagration to detonation.
• Propagation of detonation,.
This prerequisite sequence of event:, is referred to as the ICT series. The following discussion
is intended to briefly summarize the results of recent investigations as it relates to ICT rather
than to fully describe the kinetics of chemical reactions of pyrotechnic mixes.
2.3.2 INITIA l'ION CONSIDERA nONS
That explosions are thermal in origin is Widely accl~pted. According to the "hot spot theory,"
energy must be transformed into heat to gIve a "hot spot" of ~Iuitable size and temperature to
support growth. At a microscopIc scale, ignition of a reactable granular material is caused by:
• Adiabatic compression of trapped air pockets
• Intergranular friction
• Granular-container wall and i.ntragranul ar friction
• Heat injection
Any of these mechanisms is capable of generatin!~ a "hot spot" inducing a chemical reaction. If
the reaction is exothermic and the eneqnr in the" hot spot" is above a critical threshold level, the
reaction will be self-sustaining, thus initiating the material.
One or more of the microscopic ignition mechanisms may be stimulated by the mechanical/
electrical effects induced during manufacturing processes. These microscopic initiating mecha-
nisms include:
• Pressure
• Friction
• Heat transfer
• Electrostatic discharge
The magnitude of the contributions of these effects is dependent upon the manufacturing process
involved and whether it is operating under nonnaJ or abnormal conditions.
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The reaction front communicates with the adjacent tmreacted material propagating the reaction.
In some materials, an increase in reaction rate accompanies the propagation of the reaction
front. For:l significant increase of the reaction rate to occur, the heat generated by the chemi-
cal reaction must be liberated at a greater rate than is necessary to sustain the combustion and
to balance the conductive heat losses.
From experimental investigations, the following factors have been identified as influencing the
burning rate of pyrotechnics:
• Degree of confinement
• SurroWlding gas pressure
• Density
• Temperature
• Cross-sectional area of combusti.on zone
• Nature of chemical reaction proeess
• Rate of heat loss
Once initiation has occurred, the reacting materi21 communicates with the adjacent unreacted
material providing a mechanism for propa!~ation of the reactiion front. The reaction may be such
that the reaction front velocity is accelerated until it exceeds the velocity of sound in the host
material. This occurrence is referred to as a transition from deflagration to detonation.
The reaction front velocity in a material is a function of the material's reaction rate--its
chemical properties, its dispersal, pressures, and temperatures. In general, the more exo-
thermic the reaction and the larger the exposed surface·-to-volume ratio, the higher the rate
of reaction. LikeWise, the smaller the difference between the initiation temperature and the
ambient temperature, the easier it is for the reaction to propagate. High ambient temperature
and pressure reduce this difference.
All parameters except the chemical properties are considerably affected by the degree of con-
finement of the material. The classes of confinement configurations include:
• Unconfined Material
• Vessel Confinement - Pyrotechnic matenal in a closed, rigi.d chamber. This investi-
gation includes determining whether the blast overpressure released is a characteristic
of the deflagrating/detonating pyrotechnic or is a result of pneumatic rupture of the
vessel caused by buildup of pressure during burnin!~.
• Self Confinement - Large mass alone as Its own confining medium.
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The pyrotechnic material may be dispersed as a duat suspended in air. The communication
properties of this distribution may readily lead to a transition to detonation. Variations in dust
density may be reqUired to induce a transition. Such a condition is referred to as inducing a
runup reaction. The terminal element lin a runup chain may be a concentration of pyrotechnic
powder which, if able to maintain the detonation 1l:lrough its bulk, would result in a violent ex-
plosion.
2.3.4 TRANSITION FROM DEFLAGRA TION TO DETONATION
A number of investigators have noted that the culminrltive action of a defla~ration process, whose
reaction front propagates with increasing pressure and temperature, is its transformation into
a shock wave. It is during transition that the reaction front transforms from a suhsonic to a
supersonic wave. Thus the reaction undergoes a transition from defiagration (burning) to
detonation, forming a shock wave reactIon front.
It has not been determined, experimentally, whether the mechanisms reqUired to transform
deflagration into detonation are the S:1moe for pyrotechnics and explosives.
2.3.5 DETONATION PROPAGATION
In :1 general sense, the ability of a solid to maint:nn a reacting compression wave is referred to
as its ability to support propagation. Hi.gh speed photographic studies by several investigators
on thin films of azides and fulminates have shown that the following processes contribute to prop-
agation of detonation:
• Creation of a dust-like atrnosphere by the action of the shock front breaking up the
solid into fine particles, thereby increasing the material's surface-fo-volume ratio
and, consequently, the reaction I'ate.
• Shock initiation whereby gas pockets ahead of the reaction zone are compressed and
serve as ignition sources to maintain the shock wave. In some materials, inter-
crystalline friction can also result in prwiding hot spots ahead of the reaction zone.
A thorough literature survey has served to reemphasize the fact that the events leading from
initiation to detonation are not completely understood, and that at least one new theory has been
developed recently. These findings, together wi th test results, have indicated a need to conduct
additional studies, particularly in the area of pyrotechnic reactions.
2.3.6 HUMAN VULNERABILITY FACTORS
Although it is not an objective of the current program to express results in terms of damage to
a human body, a discussion of body vulnerability is included to facilitate better understanding
of the rationale for this study as it ultimately relates to the vulnerability of the human body and
the applicability of the data.
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There are three primary categories of hazardls to thE~ human body associated with an explosion;
namely, blast, thermal, and fragmentsltiorL They are defined as follows:
a. Blast - Blast injuries are classtfted as bl~llng either direct or indirect. White and
Richmond (reference Appendix HI, Doc. 2.50) have reported that three paramete rs
of the blast wave affect the extent of the direct injuries to the body: (1) the rate of
pressure rise at the blast w~lve front, (2) the peak overpressure attained, and (3) the
duration of the positive phase of the overpressure. IlIldirect blast injuries are asso-
ciated with the impact of missiles, either penetrating or non-penetrating, and the
physical displacement of the body as a whole.
b. Thermal - Thermal injuries may result through eithE~r radiation or direct contact
with pyrotechnics being sprayed or dispersed.
c. Fragmentation - Fragmentation injuries are possible if high velocity fragments re-
sult. The relationship between :fral?;JTlent mass, velocity, and density that will cause
injury upon impact with the body is indelt~~rminate. It has been generally concluded
that any wound causing a serious C~IVity irl the body Clm be considered lethal. The
threshold for such an injury can be taken to be almost 100 feet per second for a
10-gram fragment. For sm;aller fragments, the threshold velocity is, of course,
higher.
An interesting result of our studies is that blast overpressure resulting from incidents involving
pyrotechnics {So not likely to be of sufjficitmt magnitude to provide a significant hazard to the
human body.
2.4 APPLICATION OF ICT TO HAZARDS CLASSIFICA TION
The leT formalism not only provides a realistic and meaningful analysis of the principles in-
volved in reaction growth, but it also esta.blishes a:n appropriate structure on which a more
realistic approach to hazards evaluation can be devE!loped. The existing TB 700-2 tests appli-
cable to pyrotechnics are listed in Table 2-2, and the applicable element of the leT sequence
which is measured by the test is indicated.
Since the objective of TB 700-2 is limited to establishment of the hazard classifications appro-
priate to transportation, handling, and stora!~e, the, methods of initiation considered are restric-
ted to those encountered during logistical procedures. These include thermal ignition such as
would be encountered by prolonged exposure to direct sunlight or within a container exposed to
solar heat and impact induced ignition as occurs when the containers are jostled by vehicle
accelerations and decelerations and irregularities i,n the road surface,or due to normal handling,
such as dropping into position, shovillj~ inlto place, etc. In addition to these normal stimuli,
there are those as a result of an inadvertent accident, such as a fire 01' detonation of adjacent
material. AU of these mechanisms are appropriately simulated by existing TB 700-2 tests.
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Table 2-2. Correlation Between Candidate Tests and ICT
Par. Candidate Test Initiation Communication Transition
(J') 3-8 Detonation x
C': 3-9 Ignition & Unconfined x x.-s... Burning~
~ 3-10 Thermal Stability x
(J') ..:.t: 3-11 Impact Sensitivity...
"3 x(J')
~ CO 3-12 Card Gapf-; x x X
:"l
I
0 ~
0 ~r-
c: A Single Shipping Contallner.
- c
X X
!:L 0 normal ignition
c ...
'I:: C': B Two shipping containers"(J') s... x x
'j( ~ normal ignition
;.:l 1:
c C Shipping containers x x x
u subjected to external
bll heat
.5
0.
0.
.-
.c
00
...
Confined HE Equivalency I x
Differential Thennal : x
Analysis I
(J') Parr Bomb x x...
(J')
~ Instrumen ted Impact xE-
't:l Sensitivity *
Q)
(J') Dust Ignition x8.
0 Sensitivity **
s...
:::.. Spark Ignition x
Sensitivity **
* Instrumented \'e rsion of 0 rigi nal impact sens iti \'ity test
** External to scope of current TB 700-2 objecti\'e
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The primary communications problems involved are lnter and intra container. These tests are
also included in current TB 700-2 testing.
Determination of the capability of transition to detonation is considered in all simulation tests.
The bulk material unconfined burning test and detonation test are performed to attempt to
induce detonation under conditions of minimlll confinement Nonnal vessel confinement effects
are recorded dUring the tests of fUledi shipping containers. In addition, the capabil ity of an
adjacent detonation to induce a detonation in the sample materIal is established via the card gap
test.
The conclusion must therefore be reached that current TB 700-2 tests do simulate appropriate
conditions to adequately determine thl~ leT charactE~risticsof a potential accident involving
pyrotechnics when limited to the conditions present during transportation, handling, and storage
(excluding manufacturing/processingenvtronments and electrostatic ignition, as specified in
TB 700-2). Some modifications of thl!Se tests are appropriate tn order to obtain data which is
more quantit~ive in nature, and a thorough analysis of the interpretation techniques to provide
a meanin~ul hazard classification is recommended. In addition, other tests to extend the
applicability of classification data to manufacturing hazards and situations involVing electrostatic
ignition are suggested. Some of the t.ests proposed to extend c:lasstrication to the more stringent
conditions encountered during manufacturing were E'valuated illl segment 3 (Section 4 of this
report) and are included in Table 2-2.
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SECTIION 3
SEGMENT 2 - DEVELOP DAJA REQUIRED FOR THE RECOMMENDED
MODIFIC.ATION OF EXISTING STANDARDS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this segment, the tasks outlined in the contract workscope were as follows:
a. Perform laboratory and field tests wilth existing techniques and equipment to obtain
required data such as heat of reaction, friction sensitivity, electrostatic sensitivity,
shock sensitivity, and thermal sensitivity.
b. Identify inadequacies of the current tt~st equipment and techniques.
Tests performed under (a) above were designed to provide information that was found to be
lacking as a result of the Phase I test program. The test series discussed in this section arc
instrumented impact sensitivity, Parr Bomb, Differential Therm.al Analysis, and Electrostatic s.
A discussion of some of the anomalies in the TB 70U-2 tests found during Phase I is also included
in this section and serves to satisfy in part the requirement of (b) above.
3.2 LABORATORY AND FIELD TESn?
3.2.1 DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is used to determinEl physical and chemical reactions that
might occur when the sample material is subjected to a rise in temperature.
DTA measurements are used extensively to detect any exothermic or endothermic changes that
might occur in a chemical system by measuJrini~ the temperature difference between a sample and
a thermally inert reference material as both are heated at a constant rate of increase of tempera-
ture. The reference material selected should not undergo any thermal reaction over the tempera-
ture range under investigation, so that any exothermic or endothermic change occurring within
the sample will cause its temperature to either exceed (exothermic) or lag behind (endothermic)
that of the reference material during the course of a physical or chemical reaction.
All physical or chemical reactions that occur during an analysis are related to the mass of the
sample, the size of the sample, the heating rate of the sample, and the particle size of the
sample. These chemical or physical reactions represent changes that may be related to initiation,
decomposition, dehydration, crystalline transition, melting, boiling, vaporization, polymeri-
zation, oxidation, and reduction of the material under investigation.
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The process of ignition involves heating the material to 1ts ignitlon temperature which is the
minimum temperature required for the inltiation of ;a self-sustaining reaction. An tpition
stimulus, which can be reduced to the efff~ct of heat absorption, starts a sequence of pre-ignition
reactions involving crystalline transitions" phase changes or thermal decomposition of one or
more of the ingredients. The DTA ignition temperature values, are listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Differential Thermal Analysis Values; for Selected Pyrotechnic Compositions
SAMPLE IDE:NTIFICATION IGNITION TEMPERATURE °c
KCl03 - Sulfur 179
HC White Smoke HC 193
Fuel Mix FM 3-69-1 193
Sulfur Green SG 3-69-1 196
Sulfur Yellow SY 3-69-1 196
Lactose Red LR 3-69-1 197
Sulfur Red SR 3-69-1 201
Lactose Violet LV 3-69-1 210
Lactose Yellow LY 3-69-1 217
Sulfur Violet SV 3-69-1 221
Lactose Green LG 3-69-1 332
The data is shown in order of increasJlng sensitivity to ignition with HC white smoke composition
the most sensitive composition (lowest ignition temperature) and lactose green the least sensi-
tive. These values along with the othler empirical data taken from other Phase I and Phase III
tests will be compared in an effort to correlate the various ranges of sensitivity values. An
examination of the DTA data by itself indicates all of the compositions are in a fairly tight range
of values (193 - 221°C) with the exception of lactose green. There is no readily plausible explana-
tion for the relatively high value for lactose green except that it might be due to sampling error.
It should be noted that the DTA value for pure potassium chlorate - sulfur (stoichiometric
mixture) is most sensitive. This sensitivity for KC 103 -S mixtures is borne out in all of the
other Phase I and Phase III tests and is, of course, basis for the recommendation made now and
many times previously; i. e., that KC 103 and sulfur compounds must be kept separated until
such time as they are desensitized by one or more of the other additives.
All DTA data in this report were obtained on a Fischer Series 200 differential thermal analyzer
(Figure 3-1). Thermograms were produced by a Varian Aerograph Model 20, dual-channel,
strip-chart potentiometric recorder having a 1 MV full-scale sensitivity on each channel. A
typical recorder trace (thermogram) is shovm in Figure 3-2.
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3.2.2 CONCLUSIONS AND RJ:COMMENDA':t~ION8
The DTA technique i. recommended fOI~ the dlIlterminatton of igniUon .ensitivity for pyrotechnics.
It would be difficult with the 8D\all amOlmt of data available frOl1'l theM tests, to correlate a
hazarda cl&l8Wcation with iplition temperatu;re. There is enour,b of an indication that DTA
sen8itivity correlate. with other s.D81tlviti•• (Me Table 5-1) to undertake additional research
in W. area.
3.3 INSTRUMENTED IMPACT TEST:~
3.3.1 GENERAL
Based upon recommendation. made in GE-MTSD-R-(135, Pyrotechnic Huards Clauification nnd
Evaluation Program, Phale I Final RfJllort, )Iay 1970, the Bureau of Explosives impact appara-
tus was instrumented in order to measure:
• Dr~ weight acceleration
• mput enerlY to the sample
e Sensitivity to lDitiation
Result. of the meuurements collected would ,enable c:alculations of:
• Dwell time (that time that tlw~ falling weight rested upon the sample)
• Termlnal velocity (velocity at imp;lct only)
• Time to reaction (velocity of the falling weight)
The teats U described below were conducted .Ill part of the impact sensitivity test series for
Picatinny ArMnal, Contract NAS8-25149 and :reported in GE-MTSD Report Number R-056,
dated March 26, 1971.
3.3.2 TEST SETUP
The instrumentation wu compriaed of a ItaUcmary set of electrica:l contacts attached to the
s~port arm of the falling weight at one-inch :Interva:ls. A wiper was attached to the falling
weight (lee Figure 3-3). The output of the wiper was then fed to an oscillograph recorder (see
the electrical schematic, Figure 3-4 and osciUograph, Figure 3-5). A strain gage was attached
to the plunpr to measure the force of the impact. This was fed to a bridge circuit/power supply
and then to the olcillopoaph recorder (8ee Figure 3-6).
3.3.3 TEST RESULTS
Pyrotechnic mixtures and primary explosives were used to determine the va:lidity of the instru-
mentation 8ystem. Specific tests were performed at different drop heights to determine dwell
time, acceleration due to gravity for th.e fdUng weight and dwell time.
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SLIDE WIRE
EQCALLYSEPARATED
CONTACTS 1" APART •
WIPER (SLIDE WIRE)
TRAIN GAGE
Figure 3-3. Test Configuration for Terminal Velocity and Dwell Time Measurements
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RECORDER
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CONT.ACT
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Figure 3-4. Electrical Schematic of Impact Instrumentation
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Figure 3-6. Typical Strain Gage Arrangement for Instrumented Impact Tests
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3.3.4 TERMINAL VELOCITY
The terminal velocity was calculated for each drop height of (.3-3/4, 4, 10, and 15 inches). This
data is graphically displayed in TablEl 3-2 allong with measured data from tests performed at
these four heights. The inherent characterilstics of the test apparatus may be depicted by the
loss due to friction. Better correlatllon wal:! shown at the 7- aDd lO-inch heights, but additional
testing should be conducted to evaluate "OpE!rator" va.riances.
3.3.5 DWELL TIME
Dwell time was measured at each of the :[our drop heights in conjunction with velocity measure-
ments and measures that time that the falling weights rest upon the plunger of the impact
apparatus. The significance of the elwell time and the terminal velocity is indicative of the
force applied to the sample material for any given height. This data is shown in Table 3-3.
3.3. 6 ACCELERATION
Acceleration was measured at each drop hei.ght and is graphically shown in Figure 3-7. This
curve shows the difference between the theoretical calculation and measured results. The
results show that the least amount of deviation from the theoretical values was between 7 and
10 inches, whereas the greatest amount of deviation occurred at 3-3/4 and 15 inches, con-
sistant ....1th dwell time and terminal velocity data. These differences may also be attributed to
the characteristics of the apparatus "operator" and the variances relatively small number of
samples measured at each height. Efforts at elimination of operator effects, together ....ith
increased number of tests.
3.3.7 STRAIN GAGE
Strain gage was used to measure the force applied and also to see if it was possible to detect a
difference between a non-explosive reaction and an explosive reaction. This is demonstrated in
Figure 3-8 and 3-9. These oscillograph traces show that there is a distinct difference in an
"explosive reaction" versus a "non-explosive" reaction. For each "explosive" reaction a
multiple or jagged trace was observed, whiJe for each "non-explosive" reaction, the trace was
smooth (see Figures 3-8 and 3-9). Additionally, a decreased amplitude was recorded for
explosive, as compared to non-explosive reactions, because of the phase relationship of the
forces involved. This characteristic was also noted in observations of dwell time.
Another characteristic of the "explosive" trace was noted, namely that the strain gage output
trace became negative after each reaction. Investigation showed that this result was a function
of the strain gage mounting for this particular application, and does not necessarily constitute
an identifying criteria.
In all cases, the reaction which occurred (eJlplosive or non-explosive) was compared to the SSS
(sight, smell, sound) method to confirm the validity of the strain gage system. For the tests
conducted, the strain gage system was 100 percent reliable in predicting an "explosive" reaction.
"Decomposition" reactions were not predictable and showed the same type of signature on the
, oscillograph trace as a "non-explosive" (or "no-reactive").
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Table 3-2. Termilnal Vellocity of Impact Teeter Falling Weight
(No Sample Used in Test).
Height of Calculated
Falling Velocity if
Weight (Vf2 = Vo .,
15" 8.95
10" 7.40
7" 6.10
3-3/4" 4.48
feet/s
·2 gil)
-
Apparent
Recorded Loss Due to Friction
13C Velocity in feet/sec feet/sec
(V = V0 + gt)
8. ·~9 0.46
7.10 .30
-
5.82 .28
-
3.68 0.80
·5 data points randomly selected for each height, from a total of 560 measurements
Table 3-3. Dwell Time of Falling Weight on Sample
(Random Sa.mples and Reactions)*
-
Drop Height Drop Height Drop Height Drop Height
3-3/4" 7" 10" 15"
Test Dwell Time Dwell Time DY.'ell Time Dwell Time
Number in msec in. msec in msec in msec
1 3.6 Ifi.2 1.5 2.J
--_.
-
2 3.3 H.9 2.3 4.8
--_.
3 6.5 If). 0 2.3 4.5
4 4.5 2.5 1.2 4.3
-
5 5.8 ,~~. 0 2.4 4.8
6 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.1
-
7 2.5 :~. 5 4.8 2.3
-
8 2.4 1.1 6.0 1.3
9 2.3 7.8 4.3 1.1
-
10 2.5 6.0 I 4.5 1.1I
- L x· =:1. 20 , - -x =3.54 x ,= 3.3 x =2.86
,
*Includes both explosive and non-explosive reactions
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3.3.8 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
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The slidewire technique demonstrate~1 that it is feanible to measure terminal velocity, accelera-
tion, and dwell time of the Bureau of Explosives impact apparatus. These measurements deter-
mine the inherent characteristics of the impact apparatus and when coupled with the strain gage
data (force applied and type of reaction) eliminates operator error in the interpretation of
borderline reactions. The strain gag:e is able to de,tect a different reaction for a "non-explosive"
event versus an "explosive" event. Further study ILDd application of this technique are warranted
in order that a statistical correlation with an acceptable degree of probability may be established.
In other words, sufficient tests must be run with a variety of compositions to establish a char-
acteristic signal or signature for each of the required parameters; 1. e., "explosion, "decompo-
sition, " and "no reaction. "
3.3.9 SAMPLE SIZE EVALUATION TESTS
Tests were also conducted under the Picatinny Arsenal impact sensitivity test program on varying
sample sizes and at increasing drop heights. Sample sizes of 20, 30, 40, and 50 mg were
tested at 3-3/4, 7, 10, and 15 inches. The significant finding from these tests was that for a
given drop height, as the sample SiZE! increased thE' number of reactions decreased, presumably
due to the cushioning effect of the sample material and the heat sink effect of the large mass.
It was also found that the number of reactions for a given weight increased in direct proportion
with increasing drop height. From this we may conclude that if larger sample sizes are used
as recommended for a greater statisltical validity, we must increase the drop heights prop orton-
ately.
3.4 ELECTROSTATICS TESTING
3.4.1 GENERAL
Electrostatics is the field of study that deals with phenomena due to attractions or repulsions of
electric charges but not dependent upon their motion. The mechanisms involved in the process
of developing the electric charges are still subject to further research even though many tests
have been written on the science of electrostatics.
Electrostatics has to be considered as a potential hazard to pyrotechnic manufacturing, storage,
and transportation, since the energy involved can cause ignition. Elimination of this energy is
the problem to be solved when pyrotechnics are exposed to electrostatic charges. Because of
the many variables and factors involved in electrostatics, each case where electrostatics may
be a hazard to pyrotechnics is probably unique.
The primary point to consider is thalt of a spark occurring when an electrostatic charge is being
created or neutralized. A spark produces heat, lIght, a small shock wave, and an electro-
magnetic field. It is the heat of the spark that is the most probable cause of ignition of pyro-
technics although the other forces can also cause ignition.
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The electrostatic phenomena, theories, causes, prevention, characteristics, definitions and
formula are detailed further in Appendix D.
3. -t. 2 TEST SETl!P
In order to determine the minimum energy for spark ignition of a dust layer, a test setup such
as that shown in Figure 3-10 was used. The electrical energy required for ignition of a layer
of pyrotechnic powder is determined by dischargini§ a condenser across a spark gap containing
a layer of pyrotechnic material. The test setup consists of connecting the positive terminal o!
the condenser to a probe and the negative terminal to a sample cup.
3. -t. 3 TEST PROCEDUHE
Preparations for testing was as follows:
a. Assemble the test equipment into the configuration shown in Figure 3-1U.
b. Secure the specimen or components to be tested.
c. Ensure that all personnel within ten feet of the pyrotechnic test specimens arc wearing
safety glasses.
Actual testing proceeded as follows:
a. Verify that the high voltage power supply is off.
b. Place the test specimen in the test fixtw'e (see Figure 3-10).
c. Ground the specimen as directed by the test conductor. Record the test configuration
on the data sheet (Figure ~l-ll).
d. Turn on the high voltage power supply.
CAUTION
HIGH VOLTAGE. DURING THE REMAINlNG STEPS
HIGH VOLTAGES WILL BE PRESENT. USE EXTREME
CAUTION TO PREVENT ACCIDENTAL CONTACT WITH
POINTS OF rnGH VOLTAGE.
e. With all output voltage switches to zero, turn the high voltage power switch on.
f. In the approximately five seconds between steps, advance the output voltage switches
to the test voltage specified by the test conductor. Record the final voltage on the
data sheet.
g. Using the control mob, lower the spark gap test aid probe to the sample until a spark
occurs.
h. Return the spark gap test aid probe to its original position.
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i. Return the power supply high voltage output switches to zero.
j. Record observations and comments COnCE\rning the results of the test on the data
sheet.
k. Upon completion of the test series, turn off the high voltage power supply.
1. Make the necessary calculations and complete the data sheet.
Electrostatic sensitivity tests were conducted as described above using four lactose base and
four sulfur base colored smoke compositions in addition to the He smoke composition. The
resultant data transcribed from the data sheets is shown in Table 3-4. A standard statistical
routine was used in treating the data. A typical mathematic solution is shown below for the
Lactose Red pyrotechnic composition tested:
Ei (Ignition Energy)
Joules
.242
.264
.288
.269
.242
.210
.210
.210
.242
.210
.210
2.592
Mean Energy Value =Em := in
cit
Deviation (dt)2 x 10-6
-----
-.006 36
-.028 784
-.052 2704
-.028 784
··.006 36
.026 676
.026 676
.026 676
-.006 36
.026 676
_.026 676
7760
n
L Ei .236 joules
1
Deviation = d. = E. - E
11m
Standard Deviation = 5' = [_I_
n - 1
i = 1
(7760 x 10..6 )1/2
10
.028 joules
1/2
(E. _ E )27
1 m J
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Table 3-4. Electrostatic Ignition Sensitivity Value's for Selected Pyrotechnic Compositions
PYROTECHNIC IGNITION ENERGY STANDARD DEVIATION
COMPOSITION (JOUL~rn_ .± 1 (JOULES)
Lactose Yellow .102 .005
Sulfur Yellow • 113 .018
Lactose Green • 121 .015
HC (White) .122 .032
Sulfur Green .131 .047
Sulfur Red .1M .015
Sulfur Violet .161 .019
Lactose Violet .209 .062
Lactose Red _.~!.., .009
Mean Ern • HiO .046
At 1 6 • Mean E = .150 + .046rn
At 2 6" • Mean E = .150 + .092rn
At 3 6 • Mean E .150 + .138rn
. 104 joules to • 196 joules
.058 joules to .242 joules
.012 joules to .288 joules
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Assume all data pOints fall within Chauvent's critElrlon:
Thus for a probability of (1 6 ) 0.68:3; E =.236 + .009 joules
m -
~n ~ = 3: ~:8 ~. 009 joules
For 2 5" .954; E
m
• 236 -+- • 018 joules
For 3 (J .997; E =. 236 ~~ .027 joules
m
Table 3-4 shows the resultant data for the nine samples tested. In all cases, 10 mg samples
were tested. The energy value that produced a reaction, 1. e., smoke or flame, was recorded
for each test. Tests were run until 12 ignition energy values were obtained.
3.4.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIOr;S
As discussed previously in the section on DTA tesiting, the electrostatics data were inconclusive
upon immediate examination. Some of the more @,'ene:ralized conclusions which may be drawn
here are as follows:
• Considering the sample size and the teelt procedure, the ignition energy values are in
a fairly tight range; 1. e. • . 102 Joules for lactose yellow and .236 Joules for lactose
red. Disregarding lactose red and lactose violet, the range narrows to .102 - • 161
Joules.
A man working in a normal working environment may develop a potential of 10,000
volts, and with an assuml~d capacitance of 200 picofarads, he has the capability of
delivering. 01 Joules of energy across a given air gap (E = 1/2 CV2). The value of
.01 Joules is well below the range of values acquired for the electrostatic test series.
However, transfer of body charge to all ac(:wnulating surface can generate charges
which approach the threshold of ignition.
• A comparison of these data with other data will be made in succeeding sections in
order to determine if a correlation is indicated; i. e., if the most electrostatic sensi-
tive compound is also the most sensitive to DTA, impact, etc.
• Without additional data, refinement of technique and equipment, a recommendation of
this test for hazards classification of pyrotechnics cannot be made. A standardized
electrostatic sensitivity test for pyrotechnics should be developed.
3.5 HEAT OF COMBUSTION - BOMB CALORIMETER
3.5.1 GENERA.L
Test samples of selected sample mat<elials are burned in an oxygen filled metal "bomb" sub-
merged in a measured quantity of water. By observing the rise in water temperature resulting
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from combustion of the sample. a calculation of the number of heat units (calories) liberated
will be performed.
Standard test methods will be used with ASTM procedure D240-64. "Heat of Combustion of
Liquid Hydrocarbon Fuels by Bomb Calorimeter. " as the prime reference.
The calculation of the gross heat of combustion (GHC) of the sample is based on the following
equations:
GHC (Btu. per Ib) '" 1. 8 (two·-e1:eZ-e a)
g
(Equation 2- r~
+ 1. 6 (t - 25)
c
where: t == corrected temperature use. Co. as calculated in Equation 2-2
t
c
maximum temperature, Co. reached after firing corrected for thermometer
errors
w == water eqUivalent of ealorlmeter
e 1 == corrections. calories, or HNO
a
formed (230 calories per gram)
e2 == corrections. calories. of sulfur content (1300 calories per gram) for differences
in heats of formation of sulfur dioxide and aqueous sulfuric acid. (This repre-
sents an additional correction as sulfuric acid has been calculated as nitric acid.)
ea == correction. calories. for iron firing wire (1600 calories per gram)
g • weight of sample in grams
The rise in temperature of the calorimeter water shall be corrected for loss and gain of heat as
follows:
t = t -t -r (b-a) + r (c-b)
c a 1 2 '
(Equation 2-2)
where: t corrected temperature rise in CO
a == time of firing
b == time when rise of temperature has reached six-tenths of total amount
c == time when temperatw~ehas reached a maximum after firing
t = temperature at time a, corrected for thermometer errors
a
tc = temperature at time c, corrected for thermometer errors
r1 == rate of temperature rise in CO per minute for 5 minutes before firing
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r 2 = rate of temperature drop in CO per minute for 5 minutes after reaching the
maximum temperature
b-a and c-b = time intervals expressed in minutes
3.5.2 HEAT OF COMBUSTION DATA
Results from the Parr Bomb tests for the pyrotechnic samples are tabulated as follows:
Sulfur Red 228~~ calories/grams
Sulfur Violet 229~l calories/gram 8
Sulfur Yellow 22n) calories/grams
Sulfur Green 2487 calories/grams
Lactose Red 2988 calories/grams
Lactose Violet 234~1 calories/grams
Lactose Yellow 276~1 calories/grams
Lactose Green 2960 calories/grams
HC White Smoke 93S1 calories/grams
Fuel Mix 1000 calories/grams
The values expressed are based on the addition of oxygen at 5 atmospheres pressure which was
necessary to assure total combustion of the sample.
Computer processing was used to calculate the heat of combustion values. The use of the heat
of combustion technique to explore the pyrotechnic material reaction characteristics should be
researched further with potential applications wherein the actual pressure rise and burn rate of
the material are determined. Initial testing of the pyrotechnic materials using a modified "Parr
Bomb" to measure the internal pressure rise showed that there are both discrete pressure and
burn rate values for the various pyrotechnic compositions.
This is still another area for further research in order to determine the applicability of this
test to hazards classification and evaluation.
3.6 PHASE I TEST PROGRAM
3.6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the Phase I Final Report (GE-MTSD Report Number R-035, dated May 1970). certain con-
clusions were drawn and recommend'ltions were made as a result of TB 700-2 testing and TNT
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equivalency testing of a number of pyrotechnic granular bulk compositions and end item muni-
tions. Table 3-5 identifies. by U. S. Army drawing number. the materials tested under Phase
I. Following Table 3-5 are Tables 3,-6 through 3-14 which summarize the TB 700-2 test results
as well as the TNT equivalency test results. In sUi:::ceedlng paragraphs are the conclusions and
recommendations.
3.6.2 PHASE I CONCLUSION
3.6.2.1 General
When Phase I testing was completed and the test results (shown above) analyzed. certain specific
and generalized conclusions were drawn" Based on these conclusions, appropriate recommenda-
tions were made. The conclusions are presented in this section. followed by the recommend;l-
tions under paragraph 3.6.3. It must be kept in mind that these conclusions and recommenda-
tions were made on the basis that TB 700-2 did not provide relative sensitivity data. only "go-
no-go"/yes - no type answers. As discussed earlier in Sections 1 and 2, TB 700-2 probably
provides the one basic answ~r that it was intended to provide; i. e .• the material (pyrotechnics)
are Class 2 (fire hazards) or Class 7 (mass detonating).
In addition. these conclusions and recommendations are directed to suggestions for improving
the TB 700-2 techniques" procedures, hardware, and instrumentation. Phase III is directed
to that other facet of a TB 700-2 type specification which provides data upon which hazards can
be evaluated in terms of initiation sensitivity, ease of communication. and ability of transition
from a low order reaction to a detonation. These criteria permit cost effective design criteria
to be developed for manufacturing. h:andling. storage and transportation equipment and/or
facilities.
3.6.2.2 Detonation Test
All testing Phase I to date confirms the desirability of appropriate revisions of TB 700-2 for
application to pyrotechnic compounds. For example. the Standard Detonation Test does not lend
itself to meaningful testing and evaluation of granular materials. Additionally, the testing pro-
cedure does not provide for containment of the granular sample nor for standard compression,
tamping. or confinement of the material. During the test program. laboratory filter paper was
used to construct a cube shaped box to hold the required 2-inch cube sample.
It was found that in the case of pyrotechnic materials, mushrooming of the lead cylinder did not
occur. If it had occurred, there was no provision in 1'B 700-2 to describe whether the "mush-
rooming" was 1/16 inches or 2 inches, etc. In an effort to detect any minute distortions in the
lead cylinders. a "go-no-go" gage with 1/16 inch clearance was constructed to check for "mush-
rooming. "
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Table 3-5. Ignition and Unconfined Burning Test Results
-
Sil\l[le Cube Teat Sinllie Cube 'rest Multiple Cube Test
S~mple Exnloded llurnlrll Exploded II:IU rnlllll Expl oded I:IU rn I nil:
Material Yes No Time Yea No TIme Yell No Time
Secondll Seconds Seconds
SG 3-69-1 X 29 X 3] X ~5
sn 3-6!l-1 X 40 x J!•. ", X 6;
SY 3-6!l-1 X 3.; X 36 X ,;6
S\' 3-69-1 X 22 X I 2:, X 30
IG 3-69-1 X Jj X 3,1 X 36
Lit 3-69-1 X 16 X 21. 5 X 28. 2
,
l.Y 3-69-1 X 26 X 2': X 36I "
! -
l. \' J-\i4-1 X 11 X I 10 X ll. L
Ft.. 3-69-1 X 4 X I Ii X 6.4
7 Min. ' .. Min. . 4 Min . .IIC 3-69-1 X 18 Sec. X 8 Sec. X 8 Sec.
CS 7-7j2 X i8 X 1:1 X 17
SM 11 X 10 I X 10 X 12.6
SM III X 22. 8 X 2:!. .. X 38.6
SM V X • 3. 1 X· 3. 8 X 4.8
SM VI X 12.4 X IS.6 X 20. 1
SM XII X··· O. 8 X···· O. 8 X ..... 1.6
SM XXV X :,. 0 X j. (I X j.8
F r VII X 6. j X 5. (I X 7.0
·Burn time 01 kerosene - sClwdust mIXture - HC smoke mIXture did not burn except for
small percentage of outer crust
··neOagration occurred, particle found 10 feet from point of ignition
···neOagration (per TB 700-2) - some particles left pan and were scattered unburned
••..nefiagration (per TB 700-2) c3usl'd sawdust to leave the pan and extlnltuish the fire
••• .. nenall:ration (per TB 700-2) - some unburned ,':ll'ticles found 25 feet from pan
R-059
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Table 3-6. ThermaJ Stability TeElt Material and Results
R-059
EXPLOSION IGNITION CHANGE IN
SAMPLE MATERIAL [IN "TION
YES NO YES NO YES NO
SG 3-69-1 X X X
SR 3-69-1 X X X
-
SY 3-69-1 X X X
SV 3-69-1 X X X
.-
LG 3-69-1 X ~~ X X
--
LR 3-69-1 X X X
,-
I
I
LY 3-69-1 X x~1 X
'r-'
LV 3-69-1 X Lx I X
--
FM 3-69-1 X X X
--
_._-~-
HC 3-69-1* X X X
CS T-752 X X X
-
8M II X X x
SM m X X X
SM v** X x X
SM VI X X X
SM XII X X X
SM XXV X X X
FF VII X X X
* Sample He 3-69-1 Lost 100 Grs,ms Total Weight - retested with same result
** Sample SM V Lost 19.5 Grams Total Weight - r.etested with same result
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Tabh~ 3-7. Card Gap Test Results
R-059
SAMPLE MATERIAL IA.'M()N 50% VALUE NUMBER OF CARDS
YES NO
50 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
SR 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
SY 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
SV 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
LG 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
LR 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
LY 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
LV 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
FM 3-69-1 X N/A NONE
HC 3-69-1. X N/A NONE
~.
CS T-752 X N/A NONE
8M II X N/A NONE
8M III X N/A NONE
SM V X N/A NONE
SM VI X N/A NONE
SM XII X N/A NONE
8M XXV X N/A NONE
FF VII X N/A NONE
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Table 3-19. Detonation Test Results
-
Sample Material EXPLODED BURNED FRAGMENTED •
Yea No Yea No Yea No
SG 3-69-1 X X X
SR 3-69-1 X X X
8Y 3-69-1 X X X
SV 3-69-1 X X X
LG 3-69-1 X X X
LR 3-69-1 X X X
LY 3-69-1 X X X
LV 3-69-1 X X X
FM 3-69-1 X X X
HC 3-69-1 X X X
C8 7-752 X X X
SMD X X X
SMID X X X
8M V X X X
8M VI X X X
8M XII X X X
SMXXV X X X
FF VII X X X
• Fragmentatlon of the granular bulk materials tested Is defined as the dispersion of the
materials resulting from the explosive actlon of a No.8 blastlng cap.
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Table 3-9. Impact Sen.91t1vlty Rest Results
R-059
SAMPLE 3 3/4" DROP TEST 10 .. DROP TEST
MATERIAL Explosion Decc,m position No I!\Mction Exploaion Decomposition No Reaction
50 3-69-1
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 5 - - 5 -
SR 3-69-1
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - -0- - 6 - - 4 -
SY 3-69-1 - 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 5 - - 5 -
SV 3-69-1
- 0 - - 2 - - 8 - - 2 - - 5 - - 3 -
SV 3-69-1
- 0 - - (> - - 0 - - 0 - - 8 - - 2 -
Medium - 0- - (I - - 0 .• - 2 - - 7 - - I -
Cold
- 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 1 - - 6- - 3 -
LG 3-69-1
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 1 - - 9 -
LR 3-69-1
- 0 - - (I - - 10 - - 0 - - 1 - - 9 -
LY 3-69-1
- 0 - - (I - - 10 - - 1 - - 3 - - 6 -
LY 3-69-1
- 0 - - (I - - 0 - - 0 - - 4 - - 6 -
Medium -0- - (I - - 0 - - 0 - - 4 - - 6 -
Cold
- 0 - - (I - .. 0 - - 0 - - 2 - - 3 -
LV 3-69-1
- 0 - - (I - - 10 - - 1 - - 2 - - 7 -
LV 3-69-1
- 0 - - (I - - 0 - - 0 - - 2 - - 3 -
Cold -0- - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -.2- - 8 -
FM 3-69-1
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 1 - - 7 - - 2 -
HC 3-69-1
- 0 - - 0 - - IO - - 0 - - 0 - - 10 -
CS T-752
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - -0- - 0 - - 10 -
SM II - 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 0 - - 10 -
SM III
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 0 - - 10 -
SM V - 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 0 - - 10 -
SM VI
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 9 - - 0 - - 1 -
SMXll
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 2 - - 5 - - 3 -
SMXXV - 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 0 - - 10 -
FF vn
- 0 - - 0 - - 10 - - 0 - - 0 - - 10 -
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Table 3-10. End Item Tests
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TYPE OF TEST
EXTERNAL HEAT
DETONATION TEST A DETONATION TEST B TEST C
SAMPLE
MATERIAL PROPAGATION PROPAGATION EXPLOSION
Yes No Yes No Yes No
M-18 X N/A N/A X
Red
M-18 X N/A N/A X
Green
M-18 X N/A N/A X
Yellow
M-18 X N/A N/A X
Violet
M-18 X N/A N/A X
HC (White)
105 MM
Canister X X X
HC (White)
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Table 3··11. TB 700-~~ End Item Tests
R-059
TEST AVERAGE AVERAGE
RUNS MATERIAL TIME TO REACTION REACTION TIMr. REMARKS
TEST A
5 HC Smok~ Gr~nad~ AN-M8 3 Seconch 4. ~ Mlnulu No Propalliallon
rSN 1330-219-8511
5 \'Iolet Smok~ M-18 Grenad~ 5 Seconda 1. 4 Mlnutu No Propacatlon
F'SN 1330-289-li852
R~ Smok~ M-18 Gr~nade 6 Seconda 2.5 Mlnulu No Propalliallon
F'SN 1330-289-6852-16950
5 Yellow Smok~ M-18 Gr~nade Smok~ at 1I"ltion 1. I Mlnul~a So Propallatlon
F'S~ 1330-289-68;'4-6945
Gre~n Smoke M- I~ Grenade 6 S~conda 1. 1 Mlnulu No Propallallon
rSN 1330-289-6851-6940
HC Smok~ (105M/M canlalel'l lua than 1 aecond. 150 Second. lImlt~ propacation
F'SN 1315-383-3889 (C3961 (10 one oth~r Item)
HC Smoke lua than 2 a~cond. 150 Seconda Profuae burnlnll and Jettlnlli
(IO:;M/M canlat~r) throl£lh 12 mlnut~s
rSN 1315-383 -3889 (C3961 Ircondary r~actlon alter 2-,
mlnutu r~aultlnll In comple,e
deatructlon 01 all cahl.te ..
by 3'> mlnut~.
no exploalv~ dlaper.al of
canlst~ra
TEST B
HC Smok~ 30 S·.conda I ~ ~lInule. Total dest ructIOn - hoth
(105M/M canlat~r) containers
rSN 1315-383-3889 (C3961 no expl08'lv~ dlsperaal
TEST C
HC Smok~ 6 Minut~a. 25 S~co~. 13 Minutes Total d~struction
(105M/M csnister, 35 Seconds minor ~xploalv~ dispersal
rSN 1315-383-3889 (C396\ (to 8' radiUS)
He Smok~ Grenade A:"-M8 12 Minutes 47 1>1Inute. Total destruction,
rSN 1330-219-857 scaltering 01 llirenades
Lot No. 2014-85-1077 and fragmenta
Violet Smoke M-18 Grenade 24 Minut~a 31 Minute. Total d~atructlon. no
rSN 1330-289-6852 .cattering or fragment.
Lot No. 2044-75-1013
R~ Smoke M-18 Gren.de 13 1>1Inutes 35 Minute. Tntal destructIOn. no
rSN 1330-289-68:;2-695u .calterlnlli or fralliments
Lot No. PBA-40-33
Yellow Smoke M-l~ Grenade 28 Minutes 58 Minutes Tnlal desl ructIOn. no
F'SS 1330-289-6854-694'> scatterinlli or fragments
Lot No. PBA -20-81
Green Smoke M-18 Grenade 13 Minutes 47 Mlnutes TOlal destruction, no
rSN 1330-289-6851-6980 scatterlnlli or fragments
Lot :"l0. DWG. 1-124
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Table 3-12. Summary of Probable Classifications
c.v
I
c.v
""
IGNITION 1£ THERMAL IMPACT CARD TB 700-2
DETONATION UNCONFINED BURN 8TABIUTY SENSITIVITY GAP CLASSIFICATION
LV 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 7 Class 2 Class 7
LY 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 7 Claas 2 ClasB 7
LR 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 ClasB 2 ClaaB 2
LG 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2
SV 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 7 Class 2 ClasB 7
SY 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Clasa 2 Class 2 Claas 2
c;:g ~_t:9_1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 I Class 2 Class 2I;~ ;-~9-~ Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Clus 2 Clan 2 Cia.. 2
HC 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Claas 2 Class 2 ClasB 2
C8 T-752 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Cia.. 2
FM 3-69-1 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Clus 7 Clasa 2 ClasB 7
8M II Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 I Class 2 Clan 2 ClasB 2
8M III Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Clasa 2
8M V Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Claas 2
8M VI Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Claas 7 Class 2 ClasB 7
8M xn Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 7 Class 2 ClaaB 7
8M XXV Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 ClaaB 2
FF VO Class 2 Class 2 Class 2 Claas 2 Class 2 Claas 2
::0
I
o
v'
toO
Table 3-13. Summary of Pyrotechnic Test Material TNT Equivalencies
...... NUIlIber \ TNT .._ 8..... I'd \ TNT Ila_ S1andard
M...rtal of T_. 0""._ Pte.. Deyiatlon o"M."I",pul.. O.".UOID
P........ PIIG (ft-II I PIlI - MIIU..c. I (n-II
lIG 3·-.1 I 3.21 ~ 2.03 o 33 ~ O. Z3
2 3. n ~ I. ZI 0.43 ~ O. 27
3 3 . .., ~ 1.31 O.•~ : o. ~2
M_ft •. SO ~ I. 51 0.57 :. O. 3J
•• 3·.·1 I I." ~ ~,,7. 1.14 ~ 1. 81
2 2.14 : 0.10 0.17 : o. 22
3 J 2. I~ ~ I" O~ 0.27 : 0 12• .... ~ 1. 74 0.61 • n 33~ •. t3 : o. ~. 2." .:. 0 91-104"" ~ S.3S : 3. 07 1.11 - 1. 01BY 3·-.1 I I '.31 ~ 0.17
I
o. !H ! ~ O. 27
Z i .... : o. 72 1. SS : o. loS
3 ~ 2.10 ~ O. 78 0.21 • 0 2()
Mean i 3.72 ~ 1. I' 0.92 : o. 1I38V 3-.-1 1 I. IS .:. 2. SI 0.14 :. 0, 312 7.13
-
1. 3S I. 87 :0 S8
3 1.02 : o. 61 I. 27 : o. 27
M_n I. S3 : 0.78 I. 21 :. o. 6Z
LG 3-"'-1 1 1.16
-
1. 02 1. ZI .:0."
2 S.70
-
I. 09 0.17 ~ O. 12
3 7.08
-
1.82 I. 02 .: 0.37
I
Meln :H .:. o. 7 I 0.99 .: O. 31LA 3- .... 1 I 2.2' 0.99 0.18
2 ~. 80 0.2S o. S4 0.10
3 3. S3 I 1.23 0.31 o. III
r---
Mean S.•0 I I. .1 0.6Z 0.33
·------1·
LY3-1I-1 1 9. 71 I 2.98 2.62 I.ZI
I
2 8.26 1.11 1. 75 0.39
3 t. ~l O. 75 0.57 O. 19
• S. 67 3. 07 O. 73 O. 5S
._-----~.
Meln 7. '1 2. 27 I. .2 0.96
-'LV 3-11-1 1 S. 70 I. 09 0.91 0.33
2 '.62 1. SO 0.81 O. 71
3 3. lIS I. 8. 0.32 o. 2()
Meen t.72 1. 03 0.88 0.31
FM 3-811-1 I 10.•2 1. .9 2.90 O.8J
2 8.99 0.18 3.03 o. T.l
3 10.8J 2. OS 3.00 I. OS
• 13.27 1. 19 '.3S O. T.l
-Meln 10.88 I. 78 3.32 0.69
-
CS T-7S2 I
I
10.16 3. 79 2.92 I. 31
• 10.62 3.06 2.33 O. S4
3 10.62 I. 78 2.91 O.•
t I 10.02 I 1. 27 3. S6 O. &4
=t---I-104._ 10.38 : 0.31 2. !H O. 50
. I.
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Table :1-14. Test Ma terials
It-US9
BU LK COM POUNDS
Sulfur Green Lot. 3-159-1 Drawing 1/ BI43-2-1
Sulfur Red Lot • 3-l59-1 Drawing 1/ B143-3-1
Sulfur Yellow Lot. 3-1W-l Drawing 1/ BI43-4-1
Sulfur Violet Lot 1/ 3-H9-1 Drawing 1/ BI43-5-1
Lactose Green Lot.3-1W-l Drawing 1/ BI43-2-6
Lactose Red Lot 1/ 3-159-1 Drawing 1/ B143-3-7
Lactose Yellow Lot 1/ 3-1;9-1 Drawing 1/ BI43-4-7
Lactose Violet Lot. 3-1;9-1 Drawing 1/ BI43-5-2
Fuel Mix Lot I; 3-159-1 Drawing I; B143-10-1
HC Smoke Mix Lot I; 3-1;9-1 Drawing I; BI43-1-1
Pure CS Mix T-752
STARTER MIXES
Starter Mix XII (Wet Base) Drawing. BI43-7-1
Starter Mix VI (Wet Base) Drawing if BI43-7-3
Starter Mix XXV (Wet Base) Drawing if BI43-7-4
Starter Mix II (Dry) Drawing if BI43-7-5
Starter Mix III (D1j1 Drawing if BI43-7-6
Starter Mix V (Wet Base) Drawing if BI43-7-9
END ITEMS
AN-M8 Grenade, HC SmOkE! FSN 1330-219-8511
M-18 Grenade, Violet Smoke FSN 1330-289-6852
M-18 Grenade, Red Smoke FSN 1330-289-6852-16950
M-18 Grenade, Yellow Smoke FSN 1330-289-6854-6945
M-18 Grenade, Green Smoke FSN 1330-289-6851-6940
105 mm HC Smoke Canistel"s FSN 1315-383-3889 (396)
ADDITIONAL SAMPLES
BU LK COM POU NDS
Lactose Yellow Lot if 2-li9- 2
Lactose Yellow Lot if 3-li9-3
Sulfur Violet Lot if 3-69-4
Mix if 13
STARTER MIXES
First Fire VII Drawing if C143-8-2
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To answer the question as to whether the sample ''fragmented,'' it was found necessary to supply
a footnote to Form AG0793/A to expl:lin that the action of the blasting cap "scattered" rather
than fragmented the sample material.
3.6.2.3 Ignition and Unconfined Burning Test
The observed effects of minimal scattering and complete burning of the sample material indicates
only that the pyrotechnic material performs the function it is generally intended to perlorm, i. c.,
burn at a designed rate. Any other use of the test is inconclusive since T13 700-2 does not con-
tain criteria or requirements for the burning rate; therefore, there is no apparent relationship
between burning rate and classification.
Again the problem exists in the preparation of a t)lJical granular sample for testing using the
2-inch cube criteria. The specification should provide for granular bulk samples as well as
consolidated samples. It is apparent that the specification is written for a typical hi~ eXjllosi\c
or propellant which is generally a solid material that can be cut or machined into the reqUired
2-inch cube.
3.6.2.4 Thermal Stability Test
It is difficult to ascertain from the small number of pyrotechnic materials that were subjccted
to the thermal stability test whether or not the test provides conclusive data with respect to
these materials. The only positive results obtained from the 11 smoke samplc compounds and
seven starter mixes was a "change in configuration" in the He smoke mix and Starter l\li.x V
caused by a loss in volatile chemicals. The change was actually a change in weight and a slight
reduction in the size of the sample.
Although the sample cube was provided with a thermocouple, no unusual temperature deviations
were observed on the strip chart recorder data sheets. Dual thermocouple should be impel':ltivc
for any type of material where an exothermic or endothermic reaction might be expected to
occur.
3.6.2.5 Impact Sensitivity Test
The conclusions derived during this test program relative to the impact sensitivity test were
made with respect to the factors of blending, screening, and mixing of the sample as a primary
consideration. The size of sample and the capability to duplicate the identical mixture of a
particular sample during the test sequence is unpredictable and warrants further examination.
It is safe to assume that the probability of drawing a sample representativc of the total mix or
lot (bulk) each time a 10 milligram sample is taken is infinitesimally low. Increasing the size
of the sample tested may increase the validity of the results.
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Statistically the results taken from a 20 test drop sampling are inconclusive. The population
(quantity) of tests should be increased to permit better statistical correlation. It would also be
advisable to examine this test in terms of degree of sensitivity by performing the test drop at
an increasing height until detonation is exhibited or a maximum limit is reached. Computation
could then be oriented to a degree of sensitivity.
3.6.2.6 Card Gap Test
3.6.2.6.1 General
The card gap test, by observation of teslt results performed on pyrotechnics, is another in the
series of "go-no-go" tests characteristic of the 'III 700-2 specification. The violent reaction
of the two pentolite pellets, as demonstrated by the fragmentation of the card gap tube and the
hole pWlched in the witness plate (when fired independent of any sample material), makes
measurement of any reaction less than a detonation by the donor sample difficult. The fact th:lt
the witness plate is only deformed in the pyrotechnic tests tends to confirm the relative stability
of the pyrotechnic and would indicate an attenuation of the pentolite reaction. The difficulty in
relating deformation of the witness plate to other factors, such as T:\T equivalency, is further
proof of the relative stability of the samples. The slight variance in the recorded o\·erpreSSlrre
and impulse data from the instrumented card gap tests when compared to the open air bursts 01
pentolite indicates that there is little additive reaction fro1"'.'1 the sample to the pentolite.
The "go-no-go" characteristics of the card gap test warrants further examination with respect
to its use as a means of determining degree of sensitivity. When testing high explosives, the
introduction of cellulose acetate cards between the sample and the pentolite does offer a sensi-
tivity range computation capability. Without detonation, as occurs with the t)'Pes of pyrotechnics
tested in this program, the sensitivity measurement is not possible.
3.6.2.6.2 Witness Plate Material
After performing the special tests with the different witness plate materials, it must be con-
cluded that the specification requirements with regard to the steel plate must be more explicitly
defined. If, in fact a witness plate can shatter and void a test, a witness plate could also fail
to produce valid "go-no-go" results due to variations in the properties of the steel within the
specification.
3.6.2.6.3 Witness Plate Volumetric and Deformation l\leasurement
Based on the relatively limited potential energy range of materials tested, the work performed
in linear and volumetric measurement of card gap witness plat deformation was rather inc on-
elusive. An effort to correlate deformation data with T~T equivalency with little or no con-
clusions obtained was made. Until more exact measurement techniques are employed, such as
burning rate probes and pressure transducers inside the pipe, the slight variations in energy
release in the card gap configuration will be difficult to determine.
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3.6.2.6.4 Orientation
Card gap tests were fired in a 900 and 1800 orientation from that specified by TB 70U-2 to
determine primarily the effects on the blast pressure data. It was determined that the over-
pressure distortions caused by the previously discussed asymmetric rupturing of the sample
pipe were only exaggerated by reorientation. It was also found that the inverted or the hori-
zontal card gap test setup only resulted in difficult recovery of the witness plate. An additional
hazard is also introduced into the test program caused by a large size fragment in thc form of
the witness plate.
3.6.2.6.5 Inert Sample Tests
Card gap tests run with an empty sample tube and the normal configuration showcd 6'Tcatcr
plate distortion than any of the pyrotechnic samp les tested. Conver sely. ordinary sand te ~ted
in the card gap configuration exhibited little or no distortion of the plate. It can be concluded
from these results that the pyrotechnic material oniy serves to attenuate the blast pressure
wave front. The denser the material the greater de!7ee of attentuation that is experienced.
3.6.2.7 End Item Tests
3.6.2.7.1 Detonation Tests A and B
The primary conclusion which was derived from end item tests (Detonation Tests) A and B
was that the packing materials employed in end item containers contributed significantly to LI1C
inhibiting of propagation within a container as well as container to container. This conclusion
is based on the results of the five M-18 smoke grenade end item tests where each of the ~l-lb
grenades are individually packaged in cardboard containers. These containers served to pre-
vent propagation within the container from one item to another. The HC canisters, which are
not individually packaged, showed total propagation in all A and B tests.
To provide significant data for evaluation by ASESB or the testing agency, GE-~1TSD instru-
mented all end item tests for blast overpressure and impulse. Additionally, an optical pyro-
meter was utilized for flame temperature readings.
It appeared from film records and observations in HC canister tests that mass contributed
significantly to the rate of reaction; 1. e •• there may be an exponential increase in burning rate
as the mass of the sample materials increases.
3.6.2.7.2 End Item Test C (External Heat Test)
As stated in the discussion on Tests A and B, the Test C TB 700-2 specification did not require
blast instrumentation or thermal measurements. However, it is felt that data which would re-
sult from this instrumentation would provide sig;nificant data relative to mass, geometric con-
figuration, and synergistic efiects.
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3.6.3 PHASE I RECOMMENDA nONS
3.6.3.1 General
Based on the conclusions expressed pre\10usly, r,ecords a.nd experience analysis, Phase I
test data, and observations and evaluations by GE-MTSD and Edgewood Arsenal personnel, and
the criteria under paragraph 3.6.2, certain recommendations can be made.
3.6.3.2 Detonation Test
The following recommendations are offered with respect to the TB 700-2 Detonation Test:
a. This test should be deleted as a requirement for pyrotechnics classification, since
it has been demonstrated that pyrotechnics are not susceptible to detonation in the
unconfined state.
b. The test procedure as applied to other materials should specify the method of con-
tainment for bulk materials, as well as r'2'qwrement for consolidation of these mate-
rials if the material is consol idated as an end item.
c. A specific definition of "mushrooming of the lead cylinder" must be included in the
specification. Additionally. the definition of ''fragmented'' must be more explicit
for bulk or loose materials.
3.6.3.3 Ignition and Unconfined Bl:;!rni.ng Test
The following recommendations are offered with respect to the TB 700-2 Ignition and Uncon-
fined Burning Test:
a. This test should be deleted as a requirement for pyrotechnics since this does not
provide a definitive enough basis for determining burning rate. Additionally. the
change of detonation of the pyrotechnic is extremely remote as tests have shown that
these materials are not susceptible to a detonation reaction.
b. Explicit specifications should be called out for the kerosene and sawdust materials
used in this test for other materials. Consideration should be given to using alcohol
as the flame supporting medium.
c. As stated previously relative to the Detonation Test, confinement and configuration
should be more specifically defined for bulk, loose materials.
3.6.3.4 Thermal Stability
The following recommendations are made relative to the TB 700-2 Thermal Stability Test:
a. Consideration should be given to requirin~; a thermocouple in the sample cube to
record possible temperature deviations as a function of time. The thermocouple and
recorder would also provide a means of determining the point in time and temperature
when an explosion or fire occurred.
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b. Consideration must be given to ut1l1z1n~~ differential thermal analysis (DTA) and
thermogravimetric analy,sis (TGA) for sensitivity/classification determinations of
pyrotechnics. These laboratory techn.l.quea provide greater accuracy and control
than the present system.
c. The definition of a "chan~~e in configuration" should be more clearly defined in
TB 700-2.
d. In lieu of a DTA or TGA Itype test, a th,ermal stability test should be considered which
would provide data as to what magnitud,e of thermal environment the material could
endure without explosion, detonation, or burning; 1. e., an autoignition type test would
provide more meaningful, usable data than a simple "go-no-go" constant temperature
test.
e. Comments made previously with regard to configuration and confinement of the sample
also apply to the Thermal Stabt11ty Test.
3.6.3.5 Impact Sensitivity Test
The follOWing recommendations are made relative to the TB 700-2 Impact Sensitivity Test:
a. The specified sample size should be increased. The existing TB 700-2 specified
sample size (10 mg) precludes an assurance that a representative sample will be
drawn with any significant degree of probability. For many pyrotechnic materials,
a few granules of a singLe constituent may weigh the required 10 mgs. If the few
granules are the more sensitive of the eonstituents, the sampLe material may deton:lte.
A single detonation induced by the factors described above can cause the material to
be classified Military Class '7 instead of Class 2. Increasing sample size couLd pro-
vide a positive statistical factor in assuring that a representative sample is selected.
See paragraph 3.9 for a discussion of tests periormed with varying weights and drop
heights.
b. An increase in the number of samples run on each compound would provide a greater
statistical probability that the reaction occurring represents to some degree the
reaction that one could eJCPect from the compound.
c. TB 700-2 should call out procedure methods and standards for blending or reblending
samples to be tested. particle size requirements for the sample, and special pre-
paration provisions for certain types and classes of materials.
d. There shouLd be some investIgation into the merits of using the Bureau of ExpLosives
impact apparatus as an enti rety different concept may be required for pyrotechnics.
e. If impact tests are to be a requirement for classification testing of pyrotechnics. some
consideration should be gH'en to testing the materials at varying weights and/or
heights until a positive reaction of some kind occurs.
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f. Because of the relative importance of temperature to the test environment, test
equipment and materials, TB 700-2 temperature control requirements should be
tightened. Additionally, conditions of humidity must also be specified in order to
provide valid, reliable and accurate test data.
g. For any impact test, there must be a morl~ clearly defined method for stabilizing
the apparatus. It is very probable that the impact test results could be biased by
the method that was employed to restrain or cushion the apparatus.
h. Increasing sample weight or providing instrumentation to detect the reaction should
be investigated as difficulty was often experienced while running impact sensitivity
tests in either hearing or se1eing the reaction that occurred. This was usually true
on a marginal test and might: require a rerun of the sample to confirm the reaction.
(See paragraph 3.3.2 through :1. 3. 8 for a discussion of an instrumented impact test
apparatus. )
3.6.3.6 Card Gap Test
For the Card Gap Test to be effective, sympathetic detonation must occur in the acceptor
material, but pyrotechnics have shown no indication of this. Therefore, because the Card Gap
Test does not provide a valid means of classifying or measuring the sensitivity of a pyrotechnic
material, it is recommended with respect to the Card Gap Test as specified by TB 700-2 that,
for materials that could meet the sympathetic detonation criteria, the Card Gap Test procedure
be more clearly defined with respect to: (1) witness plate materials - too hard or brittle a plflte
could bias the test by shattering rather tlla n having a hole punched in the plate; (2) witness platc
stand configuration - the stand is specified as being required to support the plate on two edges,
whereas the picture in the specification (TB 700-2) shows a stand which supports the plate at
four corners.
3.6.3.7 End Item Tests
The following recommendations are made with respect to the End Item Tests A, B, and C in
TB 700-2:
a. The test procedure should require additional instrumentation to the extent that blast
overpressure and impulse can be recorded for all pyrotechnics end item tests.
b. The procedure should also require instrumentation for recording of temperatures
during all of the pyrotechnic end item tests.
c. To record the significant test events such as explosion and subsequent fragment dis-
persion, it would be judicious to require color motion picture coverage for end item
tests. Camera speeds in the neighborhood of SOO-3000 frames per second are
recommended for this application.
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d. Although it may be beyond the scope of TB 700-2 testing, consideration must be
given to packaging and packaging methods employed for pyrotechnic end items. The
results of the end item teats discussed l~ev1ou.ly indicate that flame attentuation
i8 P088ible for pyrotechnics.
3.7 SEGMENT 2 - GENERAL OBl!!!!VATIONS
The tests reviewed in this section excluding the TB 700-2 tests were generally inconclusive
within themselves. The samples tested were unfortunately in the same "family"; i. e., they
did not exhibit radically different reactions with the exception of the fuel mix and KCI03 S
mixture. In order to establish a reaction/result versus hazard potential scale it is required that
(1) a wider divergence of sample materials be examined; (2) many more tests of this type be
conducted; and (3) a sophisticated data evaluation/correlation system be established. The latter
requirement is probably the most important, in that much data is available, not only from this
program but from many other sources; e. g., accl3ptance testing, field experience, manufactur-
ing data and experience, quality control records, and many other commercial as well as milit-
ary sources. The parametric relationships of this chemical, environmental, and physical data,
when evaluated in terms of the pyrotechnic environment, will provide the basis for further
hazards criteria.
It has been shown that physical and ehemical properties, as determined by DTA, Parr, electro-
statics, and other means, can be rEdated to hazards. If properly defined and statistically
verified, these values can be correlated to provide a hazards scale. In Section 5, an attempt
is made to correlate and compare Phase I and ill data in order to determine if there is a
possible rank or degree of hazard within these closely related compositions.' Table 5-1 shows
some indication that Class 7 compounds and lactose compounds have a higher "hazards rating. "
This may be a beginning of a damage!hazard index.
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SECTION 4
SEGMENT 3 - DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ANDIOR MODI FI CATI ON
OF EXI STI NG EQUI PMENT ANDIOR TEST METHODS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this segment of work, a.s stated in the Contract Scope~f-Work, were as
follows:
a. Perform an evaluation of existing tests and equipment and the ability of these tests and
equipment to measure the pyrotechnics' sensitivity to certain stimuli. Typical exam-
ples of the stimuli are as follows:
• Electrostatic
• Friction (friction shoe, s\\1nging pendulum)
• Mechanical Impact (Bureau of Mines, Bureau of Explosives, Picatinny Arsenal)
• Thermal (international hea.t test, DTA, dosed bomb)
• Detonation (card gap, standard detonation, TNT Equivalency)
b. Using a Card Gap as an example. the activities anticipated in the segment would be as
follows:
• Modification of donor/acc€'ptor parameters, 1. e., materials relative sizes.
configuration.
• Design and fabrication of prototype equipment required to obtain test data neces-
sary for the classification of pyrotechnics.
• Development of procedures foJ(' use of above equipment.
• Testing to validate adequacy of equipment and procedures.
Under part (a) above, electrostatics testing and mechanical impact have been evaluated under
Section 3. Friction stimuli were not investigated in Phase III primarily because it was felt that
the majority of these tests rely on the same physical and chemical laws as the impact test; e. g .•
creation of a hot spot in the material which communicates to other material. The specified
resultant reaction for these tests is usually the same as impact; Le .• decomposition, explosion,
smoke, odor, etc., which require the traditional SSS (sound, sight, smell) evaluation. The
anomalies associated with friction sensitivity tests would be the same as those for the impact
sensitivity tests discussed in Section 3 above.
Evaluation of other "existing tests and equipment" are reported in paragraph 4.2. These are
the tests which were performed in conjunction with Phase I. They were performed at that time
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to take advantage of the on-going tellt program. Thill provided data from identical sample batches,
similar test hardware, inlltnunentation, and equipment. It wall, in other words, an effort to
minimize costs and test variables.
Part (b) requirements are satisfied by paragraphs 4.3,4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 following. The tests
described therein are Hartmann dust reaction tests, HE equivalency, spark impingement tests.
and instrumented Parr Bomb. Each section contains specific conclusions and recommendations;
however, Section 5 contains a summary of the overall conclusions and recommendations.
4.2 EVALUATION OF TB 700-2 TESTS
4.2.1 GENERAL
Anomalies associated with TB 700-2 tests are reported in Section 3 preceding. Following is a
report on tests which were conducted to investigate the effects of changes to the basic TB 700-2
test setups, configuration, instrumentation, and procedures, which might provide an insight
into the basic causes of the anomalies.
The following is a list of the changes and recorded data discussed in the follOWing paragraphs:
• Detonation Test
• Container for Bulk Material
• Importance of Initiator Placement
• "Go-No-Go" Gage and Application
• Thermal Stability - Additional. Instrumentation
• Card Gap
• Pyrotechnic Contribution
• Card Gap Configuration (Horizontal, Inverted, Normal)
• Special Witness Plates
• Witness Plate Deformation
• Ignition and Unconfined Burning - Change in Configuration
• TNT Equivalency
• Deviation from Trauzl Block Test
• Basic Premise
• Comparison
• Results
• Test Method
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• High Speed Motion Picture Photography
• Fragment Dispersal
• Fragtnent Velocity
• Fireball Growth
4.2.2 DETONAnON TEST
All 2-inch cube samples for the detonation test we're fabricated from Whatman No.4 ashless
filter paper. This pIlper is sufficient to contain the sample and hold a cube configuration. Low
residue and a moderate burning ratf! make filter piper an acceptable container material. It is
felt that a material such as this should be specified in TB 700-2 for loose, granular or bulk
material.
In an attempt to examine the detonation test in greater detail, two .pedal tests were run. In
the first of these tests, the No.8 blasting cap was inserted into the 2-inch cube sample as far
as possible, Le., until the blasting cap was sepllrated from the lead block only by the thickness
of filter paper used to form the 2-i.nch cube sample container .F igures 4-1 and 4-2 show the end
of the lead cylinders used in each of two tests. The photographs show an indentation in the lead
due entirely to the vertically directE~d explosion of the No.8 cap. In each test, the sample mate-
rial scattered without burning and slight deformatlon of the lead cyclinder occurred. In another
special detonation test the No.8 blasting cap was IX>sitioned 2 inches above the surface of the
2-inch cube sample. There was no measurable difference in the configuration of the lead cylinder
after two such tests were conducted on the same cylinder (see Figure 4-3). The conclusion
drawn was that the placement of the initiator makes a measurable difference in the distortion of
the lead cylinder and care should be taken to spec:Lfy in TB 700-2 as to exact placement of the
initiator.
In an effort to develop a quick and simIie means of checking for deformation of the lead cylinder,
a "go-no-go" gage was fabricated. This device is shown in Figure 4-4. It is simIiY placed over
the cylinder, and run up and down the entire length, and a determination made that the cylinde r
does or does not exceed the original 1-1/2 inch diameter dimension by more than 1/16 inch at
any point along its vertical axis. The purpose of the "go-no-go" gage is to standardize the
deformation definition as prescribed in TB 700-2.
4.2.3 THERMAL STABILITY TEST
In all thermal stability tests conducted on pyrotechnic samIies, the 2-inch cube sample was
placed in the ventilated explosion-proof oven with a copper-ca1stantan thermocouple, in addition
to the instrumentation required by TB 700-2, inserted in the sample material. The purpose of
this thermocouple is to record any exothermic or endothermic reactions of the pyrotechnic
composition under test.
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Figure 4-1. Special Detonation Test (U - Cap in sample)
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IFigure 4-2. Special DE~tonation Test (#2 - Cap in Sample)
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Figure 4-3. Special Detonation T.~st (#3 - Cap 2" above Sample)
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Figure 4-4 Detonation T,est .- Go-No-Go Gage
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4.2.4 CARD GAP
4.2.4. 1 Pyrotechnic ContributtoDa
To determine the contribution of the pyrotechnic material under test, the following three types
of tests were performed to determine If the pyrotechJ1ic material was a contributing factor:
• Empty Tube
• Inert FUled Tube
• Instrumented Card Gap
4.2.4.2 EmptY Tube
A test was performed using an empty 5-1/2 inch sample pipe with all other card gap hardware
and configuration remaining unchanged. The results of this test 18 shown in Figures 4-5 and
4-6. Examination of the plate indicated that the deformation (2-5/8 inches) was more extreme
than any of the eleven pyrotechnic samples.
4. 2.4.3 Inert Filled Tubes
A tube was filled with coarse washed sand. The results of this test is shown In Figures 4-7 and
4-8. Examination of the witness plate showed little or no deformation.
4.2.4.4 Instrumented Card Gap
A standard card gap test was performed on the eleven pyrotechnic samples. The results of these
tests are shown in tabular form in Tabl,e 4-1. Examination of the data indicated that there was
some contribution on certain compounds, such as CS, HC, FM mixes whereas, in the other tests
little or no contribution was recorded.
The conclusion drawn from the three methods mentioned above, was that the instrumented card
gap tests of the eleven pyrotechnic compositions indicated that there was no detonation of the
material and that these samples under test actually attenuated the pentolite booster charge.
4.2.4.5 Card Gap Configuration
During performance of the instrumented card gap tests it was desirable to determine the optimum
configuration for maximum data acquisition by the pressure transducers. An inert material was
tested in three configurations as follows:
• Inverted - 1800 from normal
• Horizontal - 900 from normal
• The normal configuration perTB 700-2
4-8
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Figure 4-5. Card Gap Witness Plate, Sample Pipe Empty
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Figure 4-6. Card Gap Witness Plate, Sample Pipe Empty
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Figure 4-7. Card Gap Witness Plate, Sand-filled Pipe
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.--
Figure 4-8. Card Gap Witness Plate, sand-filled Pipe
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Table 4-1. Instrumented Card Gap Data
*'"I
.....
W
"PEAK
MEAN ·CALCULATED OVERPRESSURE ·CALCULATED "IMPUUiE
PEAK SCALED EXPECTED MEAN SCALED EXPECTED
SAMPLE OVERPRESSURE DlSTANCA (Z) VALUE IMPUUiE DlSTAN~ (Z) VALUE
MATERIAL (PSI) (R/w1 3) (PSI) (PSI-MSEC) (R/w1 ~ (PSI-MSEC)
SG 3-69-1 35.37 4.91 30.05 11. 67 4.11 9. 759
SR 3-69-1 32.00 5.11 30.05 10.38 4.84 9.759
Sy 3-69-1 31. 50 5.15 30.05 10.42 4.81 9.759
SV 3-69-1 30.75 5.20 30. 05 iO.93 . '" 9. 759"t. JJ.
LG 3-69-1 32.87 5.06 30.05 10.49 4. T1 9. 759
LR 3-69-1 30.62 5.21 30.05 10.43 4.81 9.759
LY 3-69-1 33. 87 4.99 30.05 11. 16 4.38 9.759
LV 3-69-1 34.00 4.98 30.05 11. 3M 4.26 9. 759
FM 3-69-1 33.12 5.04 30.05 11. 0 I 4.46 9.759
HC 3-69-1 33.37 5.02 30.05 9. 55 5.40 9. 759
CS T-752 35.35 4.91 30.05 10.97 4.49 9. 759
·All charges were fired at a" '/:' value of 5. 25. The calculated" '/:' value is based on
the mean actual ave rpressure or impulse recorded from the test.
"The expected values for peak overpressure and impulse are based on 161 grams (w)
of pentolite at a distance of 3. 717. feet (R).
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o
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The result of these tests indicated that for optimum instrumentation measu rement, the normal
configuration (as specified in TB 700-2) provides more consistent data than the other two methods
tested.
4.2.4.6 Witness Plate Deformation
Correlation of witness plate deformation with the overpressure and im\Xllse data from the
instrumented card gap was attempted.
The data evaluated for correlation included the following:
• Depth of Defonnation
• Volume of Deformation
• TNT Equivalency Value Based on £mpulse
• TNT Equivalency Value Based on Blast Overpressure
The value for each of the bulk compounds tested and the corresponding data accumulated from
the instrumented card gap information i.s shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Witness Plate Deformation
CARD GAP DATA
TEST MATERIAL % TNT BASED ON 'k TNT BASED AVERAGE AVERAGE
OVER PRESSURE ON IMPULSE DEFORMATION VOLUME OF
(PSn (PSI-SEC. ) DEPTH (INCHES) DEFORMATION
CLOSED TUBE CLOSED T!,lg (CC.l
SG 3-69-1 4.30 0.57 1-7/16 71. 1
Sy 3-69-1 3.72 O. t2 1-5/16 97. 2
SR 3-69-1 5.35 1.11 1-3/8 74.1
SV 3-69-1 6. 53 l.~ 1-15/32 71.6
LG 3-69-1 6.31 0.99 1-1/2 75.3
LY 3-69-1 7.11 1.42 1-13/16 96.6
LR 3-69-1 5.40 0.62 1-9/16
LV 3-69-1 4.72 0.68 1-11/16 91. 3
FM 3-69-1 10.88 3.32 1-23/32 101. 9
HC 3-69-1 7/8
ciS T-752 10.36 2.94 1-3/16
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4. 2.4. 7 Special Witness Plate
Edgewood Arsenal was experiencing a tE!st anomally I'Islative to their witness plate tests. Their
plates were shattering rather than undergoing deformation or penetration. Therefore, GE-MTSD,
at the request of Edgewood, ran a series of tests comparing several witness plates being used by
Edgewood with several of those witness plates being UI~ed by GE-MTSD. All other variables
were held constant.
The results of the tests established that the witness plates supplied by Edgewood shattered and
the witness plates supplied by GE-MTSD did not shatte'r under the same test conditions. A
physical and chemical analysis was perform,ed with thf~ following results:
• Witness plate supplied by Edgewood - Type of Steel 1010
HaI'l:iness 87.1
Rockwell "c"
Tenl~Ue Strength 105,000 psi
• Witness plate supplied by GE-MTSD - Type of Steel 1010
Hardness 58
Rockwell "B"
Tenl~lie Strength 62,200 ps i
It can be seen from the above data that the Edgewood plate is harder and therefore much more
brittle, thus it has the tendency to shatter in a higher precentage of tests. Had the Edgewood
or GE-MTSD plates been "softer" to the same relative degree, the card gap test results may
have been substantially altered. In other words, it may have been possible to punch a hole in a
"softer" plate.
4.2.4.8 Volumetric Measurement
To correlate data between sample size, weight of chaq~e, and detonation effects of card gap
test, volumetric measurement of the depression in the witness plate was attempted.
It was detennined that filling the depression with a measured quantity of water provided the
greatest degree of accuracy. By leveling the plate and allowing the meniscus of the water to
touch the level, more reproducible results could be attained. Each witness plate was measured
four times to acmunt for disparity in the deformation. Figure 4-9 shows the volumetric mea-
surement test setup.
4.2.4.9 Depth of Defonnation
Examination of the 6-inch square steel witness plates revealed only slight differences in config-
uration of the plate. Deformation ranged from 7/8 inches for HC smoke mix to 1-13/16 inches
for Lactose Yellow smoke mix. Table 4-·2 shows the e:rtent of defonnation of the witness plate
for the various test materials. To obtain these defonnation measurements, the witness
plates were sectioned and placed under a gridded glass plate. The subsequent photographs (see
the typical example in Figure 4-10) served as basis for the measurements.
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Figure 4-9. Volumetric MeaBurement Test Setup
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4.2.5 IGNITION AND UNCONFINED BURNING TEST
The normal test configuration, previously discussed, was modified to examine the USe of other
flammable materials in lieu of the kerosene and sawdust. This effort was performed to deter-
mine if the dark smoke cloud which enveloped the samIie cloud could be reduced. A prepared
sample was placed in the metal tray which was then filled with alcohol. Ignition and subsequent
burning of the sample and alcohol resuLlted in no appreciable change in either the burning time
or the cloud formation. Both single cube and multiple cube tests were performed with the
alcohol substitution. It was concluded that the black smoke cloud was the result of the dye
decomposing.
4.2.6 TNT EQUIVALENCY
The proposed test plan required that Trauzl Block tests be performed on the eleven granular
bulk samples if it was proven that they detonated by any of the prescribed tests per TB 700-2.
A basic requirement for the Trauzl Block test is that thE~ material detonate in response to a
blasting cap. Since the pyrotechnic sam~es did not detonate in any of the TB 700-2 tests.
Trauzl Block tests were not performed. In lieu of the Trauzl Block a method was derived for
performance of TNT equivalency testing in a configuration which completely confined the sample.
The TNT (or HE) equivalency test program is presented in detail in paragraph 4.4.
4.2.7 ffiGH SPEED MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
4.2.7.1 Fragment Velocity
Based on preliminary information assembled from card gap movie films taken at 50 frames
per second, it was determined that for two fragments of unknown size there were velocities
exhibited of between 100.0 - 293.3 feet per second. This calculation was made for the sulphur
green (SG 3-69-1) bulk granular sample.
4.2.7.2 Fireball Growth
Examination of the first few frames after ignition of the card gap sample enabled a rough cal-
culation of the fireball growth rate to be made. For those films examined, the follOWing growth
rates were determined (Table 4-3). A sample exposure sequence is shown in Figure 4-11.
Table 4-3. Fireball Growth Rate Data
SAMPLE
SG 3-69-1
Inert Material
FILM SPEED
9,800 fps
7,200 fps
FRAMES
2-5
2-5
ESTIMATED RATE
34.88 x 10 ft./sec.
34.82 x 10 ft. Isec.
From this data it was concluded that the pyrotechnic sample material did not contrubute signi-
ficantly to the detona.tion reaction. If there was an effect, it was to reduce the fireball growth
rate.
4-18
Figure 4-11. Fireball Gro\\rth Sequence @ 9800 Frames Per Second
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4.2.7.3 BRL Ultra High Speed Motion Picturel~
A sample of sulfur green smoke composition and card gap hardware were sent to the US Army
Ballistics Research Laboratory (BRL) High Speed Photographic Laboratory for the purpose of
photographing the card gap test evtmt with the rotating prism framing camera. Motion pictures
were taken of the card gap test at SOO,OOO fps using (a) an empty sample pipe, (b) a pipe 1/4
full and (c) a completely filled pipe. The filmed sequence was animated in order to show the
event at viewable speeds. The three tests showed:
(a) Empty Pipe - A detonation wave was observed moving uniformly through the sample
pipe without the pipe mpturing. Thill confirms the actual test results discussed
above.
(b) 1/4 Sample in Pipe - The sample material was observed being pushed through the
tube with no appa~nt initiation takinl~ place within the material.
(c) Full sample in Pipe -In this test, the sample material was again being shoved
through the pipe without ignition taking place. Initial rupturing of the pipe into the
characteristic 'banana peel" strips was also observed in this film series.
4.3 HARTMANN DUST EXPLOSION TESTS
4.3.1 RATIONALE
Evaluation of the hazards associated with the manufacture of pyrotechnics (1. e .• pressing,
mixing, sifting, screening, filling, etc.) requirE'S consideration of the environment. An impor-
tant element of the environment associated with pyrotechnic processing is the concentration of
the various ingredients as settled or suspended dust in the immediate workfloor area.
In any hazard appraisal, it is important that the ignition sensivitity of the pyrotechnic materials
in suspension in air to the potential stimuli available be explored in detail. Along these lines,
testing should be designed to determine whether the following concepts might be applied in the
manufacture of pyrotechnics in order to reduce the safety hazards of operations which involve
the emission of dust clouds as a by-product:
• Evaluation of sensitivity of the various ingredients and substitution by less sensitive
materials where possible without changing performance characteristics.
• Minimization of the percent of material passin!!: through the smaller sieve sizes with-
out degrading functional characteristics. It may be that Some ingredients \\ill burn
as well in larger particle sizes.
• Use of inert fluids (that tend to consolidate materials) to aid in preventing dust cloud
formation.
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• Determination of the sensitivity of pyrotechnic dusts to the various stimuli available,
specifically, if one particular ignition source; e, g., open flames, glowing particles,
heated surfaces, electric arcs, static diBcharge, frictional sparks, is more effective
than another.
This determination should be made in view of the fact that the aize, duration, and intensity of
the ignition source affect the lower e:ll:plosive limit of the dust cloud.
4.3.2 TECHNICAL APPROACH
4.3.2.1 Description
In order to evaluate pyrotechnic dust hazard characteriatic8, experimental 'M)rk on explosibility
of pyrotechnic dusts was performed in a special laboratory scale apparatus (Figures 4-12 and
4-13) developed by the Bureau of Mines.
Tests were designed to evaluate the i~~nition threshold of pyrotechnic dust atmosphere by dete r-
mining:
• Minimum electrical energy of Ignition as a function of dust particle density, humidity.
and stoichiometric ratio.
• Maximum reaction induced pressure and rate of pressure rise as a function of
chemical imbalance of stoichiometric raUo.
Basically, the chamber is a 2-3/4 inch diameter stE!el tube, 12 inches long that is vertically
mounted. Shown in Figure 4-14 is thE~ support for the steel chamber. The interior of the stand
consists of the following:
• Dispersion Cup - (where weighted sample is placed).
• Adjustable compressed air deflector - (in order to deflect compressed air onto
sample) •
The sequency of operations for the pneumatic regulator system is as follows: (See Figure 4-15)
• Compressed air was supplied by a "K" bottle on top of which was mounted a manually
operated gate valve - all bottles were certified by GE Quality Control to be "missle
grade" air (particulate material less than 50 microns and Dew Point at 750 F).
• A manually operated block valve was connected through a flex line to the "K" bottle
in order to isolate the "K" bottle from the system, thereby providing greater safety
for the operator.
• A regulator valve rated at IOOO-psi capacity (with ball-type vent valve) was connected
downstream of the block valve. This valve was used to regulate the pressure applied
to the accumulator.
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• Next 1n Hne was the 50-cc air accumulator with Bourdon-type pressure gage.
• Downstream of the accumulator was the electrically operated full-port solenoid valve
designed for remote operaUon of the valvie.
• Finally, a check valve was Iiaced betwee'n solenoid valve and chamber to prevent the
combustion gases from escaping back into the dispersion reservoir.
Ignition after dust dispersal is ordinarily accomplished by connecting to the electrodes anyone
of the following electrical [X)wer suppies (listed in order of decreasing energy):
• Single spark discharge (50 Joules capacity) - using a Fluke 410 high voltage [X)wer
supply (10,000 volt output) and a compatible capacitance bridge with a range of 10
picofarads to 1 microfarad.
• Hot wire - a 120-watt DC power supply was connected to a helical coil (1/2 inch in
diameter and 314 inch long) made from a 15-inch length of No. 18 Nichrome V wi re.
• 24-watt continuous induction spark - which consists of a capacitance discharge circuit
of 1 microfarad being pulsE~d at 550 Hz through a high voltage transformer.
4.3.2.2 Ignition Criteria
The following visual observation critElria have been established by the Bureau of Mines in for
their dust cloud ignition tests using the Hartmann Apparatus:
• Filter paper rupture - a single disc or sheet of No.4 Whatman filt~r paper was held
in place on top of chamber by a locking ring.
• Rupture of this disc provid,ed evidence of ignition of the dust cloud.
• Flame propagation four inches or longer inside the tube - as observed through viewing
[X)rts inside of chamber.
4.3.2.3 Instrumentation
Two Biomation Transient Recorders were used to record the pressures of the same number of
piezoelectric transducers (100 psi range) located inside the Hartmann chamber.
Due to the hazards inherent to these types of operations, the combustion chamber and the pneu-
matic system were isolated from the instrumentation system by reinforced concrete walls
(Figure 4-16).
4.3.2.4 Procedures
4.3.2.4.1 Materials Preparation
In order to insure the accuracy of the data, the following Bureau of Mines procedures were
implemented:
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Figure 4-16. Instrumentation Control Room for Dust Testing
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• To minimize particle size variance in each batch and therefore variation in test data
from batch to batch, dust wal!!l sieved through No. 200 (U. S. Standard series screens).
• Sample materials were individually weighted on a triple beam balance accurate to
-4
:. 5 X 10 gm (Figure 4-17).
• All materials were dried in an oven at 750 (' for 24 hours.
• As shown in Figure 4-18, the enti re Hartmann Apparatus was enclosed in an ai r tent
containing heaters to further reduce the relative humidity in and around the chamber.
4.3.2.4.2 Operation
A flow chart summariz;ing the Bureau of Mines procedures for evaluating the explosibUity index
of dusts is shown in Figure 4-19 (Phase II Final Report, GE-MTSD R-058, AppendiX C).
4.3.2.4.2.1 Determination of the Minimum Density Required for Ignition. The lowest weight
at which flame propagates or the minimum density required for ignition was determined as
follows:
• A weighted sample was placed in the dust dispersion cup (Figure 4-14). Initially, the
amount of weighted sample was determined to be at a level where a 50 percent res\X>nse
is expected.
• Following this, the air deflector is opened ~~-1/2 turns in order to obtain optimal
powder dispersal. (This adjustment was established by repeated tests and verified
by the Bureau of Mines personnel.)
• With either the induction spark or hot wire ignition source operative (maintaining
maximum rated voltage and current), the sa.mple \X>wder is then dispersed by a
blast of ai I' being admitted by the solenoid val ve.
• The concentration level was moved up one step after each non-response, and down
one step after each response.
• The next series of tests consisted in either moving the concentration up or down 50
percent of the previous level. This was continued until at the 5 mg concentration
level, an increase in the quantity of materials fa~d to propagate a flame in any of
four successive trials.
Results of testing using the hot wire ignition source in conjunction with 80-psi continuous air
flow are given in Table 4-4, Figures 4-14 and 4-20. Also shown in Column #3 (Table 4-4) are the
minimum concentration of fuels determined by the Bureau of Mines using single spark discharge
ignition source.
4.3.2.4.2.2 Determination of Minimum Electrical Energy Required for Ignition. The pro-
cedure for determining the minimum electrical energy required for ignition is as follows:
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Figure 4-18. Heated Air Tent (In Order to Control the Relative Humidity)
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Table 4-4. Summary of Results on Minimum Dust Concentration Tests
(Using Hot Wire Igniter with 80 PSI Continuous Air Flow)
0I>-
I
W
N
1 2 3
Minimum Mass Bureau of Mines-
Material ReQuired for IlDlition Minimum Concentration Minimum Concentration
(mg) -5 (OZ/ft3) (oz/ft3)(x 10 oz)
I Pyrotechnic Formulations
Fuel Mix 2.0 7.05 .002
Lactose Green 9.0 31.7 .007
I I I
Lactose Yellow 9.0 31.7 .007
Sulfur Yellow 10.0 35.2 .008
Sulfur Green 31.0 109 .025
II Fuels
Aluminum 15 (52.9) .013 .020
Sugar 32 (112) .027 .045
Sulfur 131 (461) .107 .035
Coal - Illinois 500 (1750) .407
Lactose No Ignition
Pittsburg Coal .035
*Note: Determined using a single spark discharge ignition source.
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• A weighed sample was placed in the dust dispersion cup. The quantity of dust dis-
persed ranges from 5 to 10 times the minimum explosion concentration.
• After the weighted sample is placed in the dust dispersion cup (Figure 4-14), the
deflector is opened 2-1/2 turns.
• Immediately following sample di.spersal (20 milliseconds) a single spark is discharged
between the electrodes (spaced approximately 1/4 inches apart).
• The energy of the spark is moved up one level after each non-response, and down one
step after each response.
• The next series of tests consisted in either moving the energy level up or down 50
percent of the previous level. This was continued until at the five (5) millijoule level,
an increase in the energy level failed to propalS8-te a flame in any of four successive
trials.
Normally explosion tests are made with a Bingle burst of air at 100 psi released by the electri-
cally operated solenoid.
4.3.2.4.2.3 Explosion Pressure and Rates of Pressure Rise. The filter paper rupture disc
in the above test series is replaced with a steel cover plate in order to determine pressure and
rate of pressure rise in the dosed Hartmann chamber with the internally mounted piezoelectric
transducer (paragraph 4.3.2.3) .
• Normally, explosion tests are made at dust concentrations of 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, 1. 00,
and 2. 00 ounce per cubic foot.
• Ignition of the dust cloud is normally produced by the continuous spark source. For
dusts which ignite with difficulty I the hot coil or guncotton source is tried.
4.3.3 TEST RESULTS
4.3.3.1 Materials
4.3.3. 1. 1 Pyrotechnics
In order to obtain the maximum amount of information with the minimum number of tests,
representative materials were tested:
• cis Fuel Mix
• Sulfur Yellow
• Lactose Yellow
• Sulfur Green
• Lactose Green
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In prevt(;?us TB 700-2, TNT equivalencl', DTA and Parr bomb tests, these materials proved
to exhibit sensitivity and energy relealse values representative of the lactose, sulfur base and
fuel mix smoke compositions.
4.3.3.1.2 Fuels
The following five basic fuels used in pyrotechnic munitions were tested individually:
• Coal
• Sugar
• Sulfur
• Aluminum
• Lactose
4.3.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The pyrotechnic formulations and fuehl are ranked (fable 4-4) according to the minimum mass
required for ignition. Under pyrotechnic formulations Fuel Mix containing no additives (dyes
or inhibitors) is rated the highest followed by Lactose Green, Lactose Yellow, Sulfur Yellow,
and Sulfur Green. Under fuels, aluminum is the hottest followed by sugar, sulfur, and coal.
Lactose did not ignite; therefore, on the basis of this test, it would represent only a fire
hazard as com~red to a dust explosion hazard.
Greater reproducibility in test results was obtained using a continuous air flow in conjunction
with the hot wire igniter as compared to the recommended Bureau of Mines technique consisting
of a single blast of air. Deviation from recommended testing procedures was justified since it
was observed that the continuous air flow operation generates greater turbulence (therefore,
greater dust dispersion than the single blast technique).
• Comparison of both the single and continuous spark ignition sources with the hot
wire source showed that the physical dimensions of the ignition sources greatly affect
the ignition threshold or minimum amount of material required for ignition. Since
it was observed that dust cloud dispersion was non-uniform, it can be concluded that
the probability of ignition increases greatly with size of the ignition source. There-
fore, the success of the hot wire ignition source over the spark techniques is explained
in view of the large physical dimensions of the hot wire source as compared to the
other spark modes. It is concluded that radiating heated surfaces (1. e. , broken light
bulb) can represent a more hazardous ignition source in a dust environment than
s~rk discharge (Le., motor brushing or frayed grounding strap).
• The Hartmann Apparatus represents a significant testing method for evaluating the
sensitivity and ignition criteria of pyrotechnic dust formulations.
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• The Hartmann Apparatus is useful for conducting small scale tests because the dust
chamber represents at reduced scale an operational situation with all data directly
relatable to a full scale accident.
• For over 15 years, the Hartmann Apparatus has been the standard method used to
determine dust ignition cirteria. Data obtained under the present testing program can
be directly compared to Bureau of Mines data (with appropriate modification) for the
same material.
• It was observed that there was a delay of 3 - 5 seconds associated with the ignition
of pyrotechnic mixes in contra~lt to the fuels, which ignited immediately. In view of
the fact that typical pyrotechnic formulations oontain 20 to 30 percent combustible
fuel, a longer time is required before criteria for ignition of dusts are satisfied.
• Comparison of the minimum concentrations as obtained by the Bureau of :\lines with
those obtained herein show good agreement in view of the fact that different types of
igniter sources were used (hot wire for data obtained herein and single spark dis-
charge for Bureau of Mines investigations).
• Need exists for future work using the Hartmann Apparatus to determine maximum
explosive pressure developed by semi-vented and completely closed chambers so as
to obtain the explosive severity and run-up potential of dust reactions.
• A need exists to determine ignition criteria for dust/vaInr atmosphere.
• Future work is planned that provides (cost effective) validation/replication of infor-
mation required for operational shielding, suppressive construction for run-up and
operational shielding applications. This will be obtained by modification of Hartmann
chamber by addition of a second chamber into which suppreSSive/quenching materials
can be inserted. Standardization of Hartmann test procedures will appear in Phase III.
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4.4 HIGH EXPLOSIVE (HE) EQUIVALENCY TEST~
4.4.1 INTRODUCTION
Prior to beginning the Phase ill high ,explosives equivalency testing program, similar tests were
conducted in the Phase I program Wlder the title of TNT Equivalency Testing. The basic pur-
poses in both test programs were to:
a. Determine the relative energy release characteristics of pyrotechnic compositions
in terms of blast overpresl~ure, impulse, and fragmentation compared to similar
characteristics exhibited by a Imown high explosive such as TNT or C-4.
b. Evaluate these characteristics Wlder varying degrees of confinement, in various con-
figurations, and with different initiating devices.
c. Determine whether, Wlder any combination of the parameters developed in (a) and (b)
above, pyrotechnics exhibit the characteristics of a detonation.
The following paragraphs chronicle the results of testing to determine these three factors.
4.4.2 HIGH EXPLOSIVES EQUIVALENCY TEST SETUP
The test configuration was selected on the basis of the tests performed in the Phase I hazards
evaluation program. The standard card gap pipe (1. 875 inches OD x 5 1/2 inches long) specified
in US Army TB 700-2 was utilized. It had the advantages of being readily available from the
previous test program, offered a comparison potential to the card gap tests and was in the same
L/D ratio range as the pyrotechnic end items of interest; i. e., the M-18 grenade and 105-Ml\1
canisters.
Pressure transducers were placed at distances of interest and at ranges which precluded reflected
pressure waves. The distance selected varied from 2.515 feet to 13.942 feet (see Figure 4-21).
The weight of 100 grams selected allowed the test vessel to be loaded to a standard geometric
configuration approximating a 2.5:1 cylindrical shape. Effects of sample shape and charge weight
are discussed later in this report.
The hardware and m:lterials utilized in this test series were as follows:
• Test fixture as shown in Figure 4-22, 4-2~~, and 4-24
• J-2 engineers special electric blasting cap
• Sample material
• Blast measurement system
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TXDCR DIST.
No. Ft.,In.
1 2'5·~"
2 2'11:1
3 3'4-1/16"
4 4'3/4"
5 4'6-11/16"
6 5'4-1/16"
7 8'2-15/16"
8 13' 10-3/8"
R-059
SYMBOLS:
TXDCR/oSCILLOSCOPE SYSTEM
TXDCR/RECORDER SYSTEM
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Figure 4~21. Transducer Array for HE Equivalency Tests
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INERT FILLER
(TO CONTROL THE % VOID)
SAMPLE TUBE~
TO IGNITION
SOURCE
3000 LB
FORGED STEEL
CAP
SAMPLE
I 0 VARIABLE DIMENSION
Figure 4-22. HE Equivalency Test Vessel Showing Cut-A-Way View
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Figure 4-24. HE Equivalency Test Vessel Assembled
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The blast lnBtrumentation system used in this progrlUD is shown in Figures 4-25 and 4-26 and
consisted of the following:
• Piezoelectric Transducer - which emits a IIlpW that is a function of the magnitude
of the overpressure. Since it is a dynamic instrument, it requires no external over-
pressure excitation potential.
• Source Follower - aD integrated circuit that is direcUy coupled to the piezoelectric
transducer and oonverts the charge signal from the transducer to voltage signals
suitable for memory of the biomation transient recorders.
• Charge Amplifier - a solid-state unit whic:h converts charge signals from the piezo-
electric transducer to voltage slpWs suitable for display on oscilloscq>es.
• Peak Meter - which tndicates the voltage sigDa1 encountered from the blast over-
pressure sipW.
• Transient Recorders - which utilize a very high speed six-bit analog to digital con-
verter with a maximum word cClDversion rate of 10 mHz combined with a 6 bit x 128
word MOS shift register memory to captwre and hold the digiqu equivalent of the
analog sipW from the transducer. This Isignal is then displayed on an X-Y plotter to
be converted into engineering units for dal~ reduction of a blast overpressure and
impulse readings.
• Oscilloscq>e - which is set for a single sweep external trigger and is triggered by the
machine on the positive riSEI of the f1I1ng pulse. The oscilloscope records blast over-
pressure utilizing the Polaroid camera pack.
• Electronic Counter - which is triggered b;" a break wire to record time of arrival of
the shock front of the blast overpressur e at each transducer.
• x-Y Plotter - which is an analog device that graphically displays the blast over-
pressure held in memory by the transient recorder. The graphic display is then con-
verted into engineering units for further data reduction.
The equipment ut1l1zed for the blast overpressure instrumentation system cODsisted of the
following:
• Eight, Susquehanna Instrument Company Model ST-7, Piezoelectrio Transduoers.
• Four, PCB Piezotronics Inc., Model 40lAll ICP, Source Followers.
• Four, Kistler Model 504A, Charge AmpW:iera.
• Two, Kistler Model 538A, Peak Meter Indicators.
• Four Type 502A, Dual-beam Oscilloscopes with Camera Packs.
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Figure 4-26. Typical Transducer Array - HE Equivalency Test setup
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• One, Hewlett-Packard Model 2501C, Diglul1 Voltmeter.
• One, Hewlett-Packard 5233L, Electronic Counter.
• One, DuPont Model CD-12, Blasting Machine or equivalent.
• One Firing Circuit Voltage Divider (as-bullt).
• One X-Y Plotter.
The deployment of the sample container or vessel wan as follows:
a. Place the material in the veslsel.
b. Place the cap (with a preinsuUled J-2 blastiLDg cap) on the threaded pipe and tighten
securely.
c. Suspend the loaded fixture in the center of the instrumented test area.
d. Initiate the test observing appropriate safe~y precautions•
•4.4.3 TNT EQUIVALENCY DATA RATIONALE
The evaluation of the values received for peak pressure, function time, positive duration and
impulse from the detonation of TNT and C-4 in both free air and confined modes provides a basis
for comparison for pyrotechnics. Evaluation of blast mea,surement data requires the establish-
ment of a common denominator against which the data is compared. The standard normally used
is the free air spherical pentolite data conu-ined in Goodman's BRL Report 1092, February 1960
and Soroka's computerized tabulation of the same data. While most TNT (or HE) equivalency
data is compared to spherical pentol1te, it was determined that for the purpose .of this report
that additional independent data curves for two high explosive materials (TNT and C-4) would be
developed. thereby allowing comparison of pyrotechnic: test data to other HE equivalency data.
It was further decided to conduct HE calibration tests and subsequently construct reference curves
on the following basis:
a. Free air tests, wherein explosive charges were suspended from a support of suffi-
cient height to eliminate reflected pressure. The HE materials were packaged in
cardboard tubes for minimum oonfinement of the material. The dimensions of the
tube were chosen to maintain the same LID ratio as the standard card gap sample,
and the confinement test vessels.
b. Confined. wherein the explosive charge was suspended as before and confined in the
vessel described in paragraph 4.4.2.
The material selected for development of sundard or reference curves included flaked TNT and
C-4 in weights of 50. 75. 100 and 125 grams.
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4.4.4 REFERENCE AND CALIBRATION DATA
4.4.4.1 Overpressure
The high explosives reference and calibration data was derived by firing no less than five
charges at each of the weights (50, 75, 100, and 125 grams) of each of the candidate materials
(TNT and C-4) in free air and in the confined state. The data in digital form as processed by
the CSC 930 computer is shown in Figures 4-27 through 4-30. The data is displayed as foHows
(starting with the right hand column) :
• The first column identifies the test
• The next eight columns show peak pressurl~ and impulse for each transducer channel
in terms of the scaled distance ~.
• Fof each test series (an HE weight), a mea.n value and standard deviation for peak
pressure and impulse are calculated.
The digital data was plotted by a Stromberg-Carlson 4020 Plotter and is shown in Figures 4-31
through 4-38.
For each set of HE data, a computer plot of the data lPoints is shown followed by the same plot
with the curves of primary interest superimposed ovor them. The curves of primary interest
are:
• Curve 1 - Flake TNT chargel' of 50, 75, 100 and 125 grams detonated in the confined
state.
• Curve 2 - Flake TNT charges of 100 grams detonated in the confine~ state.
• Curve 3 - C-4 charges of 50, 75, 100 and 125 grams detonated in the confined state.
• Curve 4 - C-4 charges of 100 grams detonated in the confined state.
Of prime significance in these plots is the fact that flake TNT confined exhibits higher peak
pressure values than in free air. This is due to the fact that a portion of the flake TNT, being
in a granular state, does not enter into the detonation reaction, but merely scatters due to the
reaction of the flashing cap and the portion of the TNT that does react. Conversely, C-4
detonated in the confined state exhibits lower peak pressures than when detonated in free air.
This is due to the fact that some of the energy release by the confined C-4 is used in the ruptur-
ing of the confining vessel. From this one can postulate that for high explosives calibration and
standarization work, condensed explosives confined in the same medium as the material of
interest should be used.
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TNT Confined HE Equivalency Tests
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Figure 4-29. Computer Print-out of Overpressure and Impulse -
C-4 Free Air HE EqUivalency Tests
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Figure 4-30. Computer Print-out of Overpressure and Impulse -
C-4 Confined HE Equivalency Tests
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Figure 4-31. Summary - C-4 Confined with Reference Curves
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Figure 4-36. TNT Confined Reference Data Points
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Figure 4-37. Summary - TNT Free Air with Reference Curves
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4.4.4.2 Impulse
Although not used in the calculations of HE equivalency. impulse data for the high explosives
was derived and is shown in the digital tab runs. F:lgures 4-27 through 4-30. Scatter diagrams
of the impulse data for the high explosive calibraticlO plots are shown in Figures 4-39 through
4-42. Because of the erratic values which resulted. no curve fitting routines were applied to
the data. Impulse values for pyrotechnics were not derived because of the extremely erratic
nature of the data and since most TNT equivalency comparisons are made on the basis of peak
side~n overpressure.
Impulse data can be obtained if desi.r«~d by the computer program currently available.
4.4.5 PYROTECHNIC HE EQUIVALENCIES
The capability of pyrotechnics to produce a charact,eristic pressure-time profile similar to that
of a high explosive and which could bE! used to calculate a TNT equivalency value was undertaken
in Phase I activities. Values for the various sulfur- and lactose-based pyrotechnics range
from 3.7 to 7.1 percent TNT when compared to bare spherical pentolite. Confinement of the
pyrotechnic material in the double capped steel tubE! used in this phase when compared with high
explosives confined in an identical manner changed the TNT equivalency value of the material
significantly. Utilizing the best fit calculation presented in Appendix E. characteristic over-
pressure versus scaled distance (~) curves were dE:veloped for the TNT equivalency values
computed. A plot of the various pyrotechnics tested and o:>mputer fitted curves of the data are
shown in Figures 4-43 through 4-50.
Computation of equivalency values for each of the p~rrotechnicmaterials was performed utiliZing
the 100 gram confined high explosives TNT and C-4 reference data. This approach compensated
for any irregularities in sample configuration or geometry. The values shown in Table 4-5
show an average value as computed at several scaled distances (~'s) since the curves of the
high explosives vary through the area of interest as shown in Figure 4-51. The curve for pyro-
technics is an average as calculated from the data shown in Appendix F.
The alternate method of calculating HE equivalencies is the direct ratio method which is shown
graphically in Table 4-6. This method is valid only when identical material weights and distances
are compared. It should be pointed out that this is not the generally accepted method for cal-
culating TNT (or HE) equivalencies but is a quick and easy method for working a comparison
within the parameters stated above.
It is to be noted that there is no HE equivalency value for the sample of Sulfur Yellow due to the
failure of the material to detonate under test conditions. A review of Phase I final report shows
that the value of 3.72 percent was obtained by increasing the sample temperature to lOOoF prior
to the test.
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Figure 4-39. TNT Free Air Impulse Reference Data
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Figure 4-41. C-4 Free Air Impulse Reference Data
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Figure 4-42. C-·4 Confined Impulse Reference Data
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Figure 4-43. Pyrotechnic Lactose Red
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Figure 4·-44. Pyrotechnic Lactose Yellow
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Figure 4-·45. Pyrotechnic Lactose Violet
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Figure 4-4€i. Pyrotechnic LactOlJe Green
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Figure 4-47. Pyrotechn.ic Sulfur Violet
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Figure 4-48. Pyrotechnic Sulfur Red
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Figure 4-49. Pyrotechn.ic Sulfur Green
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Figure 4-50. Pyrotechnic Fuel Mix
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Table 4-5. Pyrotechnic TNT/G-4 Equivalency Values
SAMPLE CONFINED
100 GRAMS
Lactose Red
Lactose Yellow
Lactose Violet
Lactose Green
Sulfur Red
Sulfur Yellow
Sulfur Violet
Sulfur Green
Fuel Mixture
%TNT - CONFINED TNT
100 GRAMS
6.92
4.88
13.29
11.44
6.79
NONE
2.64
4.12
14.10
e;tC-4 CONFINED C-4
100 GRAMS
4.99
3.58
9.44
7.63
5.09
NONE
1. 74
2.72
11.44
Table 4-6. Comparison of %TNT Values at ~ = 5.25 Using the Direct Pressure Ratio Method
Material Peak Remarks
Tested Pressure %TNT (Source)
Pentoltte 30.06 100.00 Soroka
(Goodman)
Pentoltte 28.60 95.00 il I
C-4 29.00 96.40 il I
TNT Flaked 8.60 28.70 ilm(Free Air)
TNT Flaked 14.25 46.50 flm
(Confined)
C-4 27.00 90.00 ~m(Free Air)
C-4 18.00 60.00 ilm(Confined)
LV @8. 00 26. 60 ~m(Confined)
The values shown above are computed using the technique discussed in Appendix E. Calculations
and Data, wherein a new scaled distance g2 is calculated based on the actual pressure acquired
from the test event for a particular pyrotechnic. Using the new scaled distance g2' the new W
(weight of high explosive) is determined. The percent HE value is then the ratio of the new W
(weight of HE) to the original weight of the sample tested.
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4.4. 6 FRAGMENTATION STUDY
4.4.6.1 General
The factors involved in estabUshing the characteristics of HE equivalency testing include:
• Pyrotechnic Sample Mass
• HE standard Mus
• Container Geometry
• Container rupture strength
These parameters influence the observable effects. which include:
• Blast wave characteristics
• Fragment quantity and mass distribution
• Fragment velocity
The blast wave characteristics were studied in detaJl and reported in previous paragraphs of this
section. This paragraph is concerned with the capability to classify reactions based on fragmenta-
tion characteristics. Its purpose is to determine the following:
• Fragmentation characteristics directly related to high explosives at varying weights
with the geometry of the container fixed.
• Comparison of fragmentation characteristics of high explosives and pyrotechnics.
• Contribution of container parameters (wall thiclmess versus sample weight).
• Fragmentation velocities of high explosives versus pyrotechnics.
4.4.6.2 High Explosive Fragments
Flaked TNT and C-4 were tested in the standard TNT equivalency container (Figure 4-52). The
two samples were tested at varying weights of 50. 75. 100 grams. The results were similar for
the two samples. At 50 grams, both the C-4 and flaked TNT cut a hole in the bottom cup similar
to an explosion as defined by the card gap test (Figure 4-53). The 75-gram sample had a slightly
more violent reaction, cutting a hole in both the top and bottom caps of the container. In one
case, the 75-gram C-4 spUt the pipe as well (Figure 4-54). The 100-gram samples created
multiple fragmentation (Figure 4-55). The reaction effects on the vessel were similar for C-4 and
flaked TNT.
Test results were consistent with the interpretation t.hat the C-4 and flaked TNT reactions were
identical, with High Velocity Detonations (HVD) having occw-red in all of the 50, 75, and 100
gram tests. It is therefore postulated that the quantity and size of the fragments are effectively
dependent only upon the mass of explosive in the container.
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Figure 4-52. Typical HE Equivalency Test Container
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Figure 4-53. C4 and Flaked TNT 50 gram Sample Typical Results
R-059
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Figure 4-54. 75 gram Sample C4 aJlld Flaked TNT Typical Results
R-059
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Figure 4-55. Typical Fragmentation of 100 gram Samples of C4 and Flaked TNT
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4.4.6.3 Comparl.on of Frgments of Hilh Explo.lves Versus Pyrotechnics
In this series of tests, the pyrotechnic composition mass was maintained at 100 grams. The
high explosive samples were varied in weight (50, 7'5. 100 grams) in an attempt to duplicate
the fragmentation characteristics of the pyrotechnIc: sample.
The visible fragmentation distribution of typical 100 gram pyrotechnic samples and 100 and 50-
gram samples of HE.ttI included in Figures 4-56 and 4-57. It is obvious that the fragmentation
patterns of the 100 gram sample of HE bear no relemblance to that of pyrotechnic composi-
tions. The most severe pyrotechnic results are slmilar to that observed with 75-gram samples
of HE and the more typical pyrotechnic results resemble the fragmentation characteristics of
50-gram HE samples.
4.4.6.4 Vessel R!I?ture StreDJth Effects
The effects of vessel rupture strength on the fragmentation characteristics was studied for pyro-
technic and HE samples. The rupture strength wall adjusted by varying wall thickness as shown
in Figure 4-58. The length to diameter ratio is relatively constant in the various configurations
and the material characteristics are identical. The tests were conducted with constant sample
mass (100 grams), thus only the wall thickness distinguished the various tests.
The relative results were similar for HE and pyrotechnics. The thin walled vessels fractured
into the greatest DUmber of fragments and, as can then be predicted, the smallest mass frag-
ments. Conversely. the thick walled vessels tended to maintain' their integrity.
4.4.6. 5 Fragmentation Velocities
Fragmentation velocities for pyrotechnics and high «~xplosiveswere measured by time of flight
techniques. The method used was a simple switching device and a discrete count step switch
method. A start signali. generated when a wire c:Lrcumventing the standard HE equivalency ves-
sel is ruptured causing an open circuit. Fragments within a certain solid angle impinge on a sensor
panel situated a known distance from the source (Figure 4-59). Impact on a panel (one of eight)
produces a closed circuit condition which is also recorded. A before and after photograph of the
impinged panels is shown in Figure 4-60. A simple circuit (Figure 4-61) permits recording all
signals on a single recording channel by dist1nguishJ.ng the signals via pulse amplitude. Typical
recorded signals are shown in Figure 4-62. The difference in the time between start and impinge-
ment signals divided into the distance from source to panel provides a measure of the average
velocity of the fragment when traversing this distaIl()e. The results of these tests revealed as
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Figure 4-57. Typical Fragmentation from High Explosive and Pyrotechnic HF: Equivalency Tests
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Figure 4-58. Vessel Configurations Used in Tests to Compare Effects
of Variations in Ruptuse Strength
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Figure 4-59. Discrete Fragment Method Single Fragment Measurement (Before)
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Figure 4-60. Discrete Switch Method Fragment Measurement (Before and After)
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expected, that the velocity of the HE test fragmentl il much greater than that of the pyrotechnics
samples; however, both types of fragments were in the luperlonic range. Figure 4-63 shows
the valuee obtained using the standard Celotex equation method for determining fragmentation
velocity.
This series of comparisODs indicated the following:
a. Pyrotechnics and High Explosives reacting in the same type of container have distinc-
tively different fragmentation characteristics.
b. When the weight of high explolive in a given type of container is reduced as some
function of the assumed HE equivalency of a given pyrotechnic the differences in frag-
mentation characteristics diminish.
In summation, telts conducted in these and other series have not indicated what is sometimes
referred to as a "characteristic type" of fragment froD'1 High Explosives. They have indicated
that the fragmentation characteristics more closely relate to the charge mass ratio, 1. e. ,
density and mass of charge versus density and mass of corli1n1ng media. In this context, the
less dense charge ~yrotecbn1C) develops an order of magnitude less pressure.
4.4.7 EFFECTS OF SAMPLE DENSITY ON TNT EQUIVALENCY
The information required to determine the depth of the material in the confinement vessel was
recorded before capping. The depth multl.plled by the cross sectional area (a constant for all
vessels) would then estabUsh the volume occupied by thE' material, which when divided into the
mass of material would establish its density. The variation of the depth measurements was
about 1/16 inch about a mean value for a given mass of Ii given pyrotechnic which is also the
estimated measuring error. Therefore, no variations in density were detected. After capping
the vessel and transporting and handling it. the material density may have been affected by a
self-tamping action of the upper material on that below it; thus, the deeper samples may have a
different average density than the shallower ones. But again, experience has indicated that the
effect is small; therefore, densities at test time can be considered constant for a given material.
Any attempt to estabUsh density variation effects a TNT equivalency with a given material 1s
thus thwarted by a lack of precision density data. Also, even if the variations in depth of 1/16
inch were significant, the net effect on density is 1 or 2 percent (a typical depth is 5 inches).
Density variations between the different materials were not observed to be directly correlated
to the TNT equivalency, as shown in Figure 4-64.
4. 5 SFARK IMPINGEMENT TESTS
4.5.1 RATIONALE
Operational surveys have identified four gtmerlc hazard operations in the manufacture of pyro-
technics: filling, pressing, mixing, and reaming. Review of accident reports associated with
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these operations has shown that misalignment is a m,lljor common failure leading to ignition of
the pyrotechnic material.
As a result of misalignment, friction between the mila11gned components induces heating of
the components through excessive rubbing and severEl plastic deformation. As a result, sparks
will be formed which may impinge upon pyrotechnic material during any of the normal filling,
pressing, mixing, and reaming operations. If the sparks are sufficiently large and contain suf-
ficient heat above a critical threshold level, the reaction will be self-sustaining and will ignite
the material.
Tests were designed to investigate spark impingemeIlt by determining the relative sensitivity of
various pyrotechnic formulations.
Through evaluations of spark impingement sensitivity of the various pyrotechnic formulations
and investigation of spark suppression phenomenon, Increased safety should result in the manu-
facture processes.
4.5.2 TECHNICAL APPROACH
The objective of this testing was to determine whether initiation of selected pyrotechnic materi-
als could be induced by direct contact with frictional sparks. To accomplish this objective,
frictional sparks were generated by applying a high l~arbon steel rod to a grinding wheel so as to
direct sparks onto a cup containing a layer of pyrotechnic material. Ignition can then be detected
by observation of a flame or excessive smoke.
The test materials were 10 gram batches of each of the following:
• Two Smoke Mixes - One sulfur base and one lactose base.
• Fuels - Sulfur, sugar, acetone, and heptane.
• Slurry 50-50 percent - Smoke mix plus heptane/acetone.
• Damp Mixture - Mixture of 10 grams of smoke mix plus 1 cc of water.
• Contaminated - Mixture of smoke mix plus 1 cc of light weight oil.
All powders were dried in an oven for 24 hours at 1670 F. The damp and contaminated mixtures
were formed after drying. Each material was tested four times; each time the distance traveled
by the spark and the spark density was measured.
4.5.3 TEST RESULTS
The test results are as follows:
• None of the samples ignited.
• The distance of travel of the hot chips varied from 2 to 12 inches.
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• The spark density varied in direct proportion Ito the degree of friction exerted by the
carbon rod and the grind wbeel.
• There was some detectable discoloration of the sample material in contact with the
spark in most of the tests.
4.5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENIlATIONS
Hot chips and sparks (produced using the techniques in this report) contain insufficient heat to
ignite any of the materials tested. Local reactions were induced, but the "hot spots" formed
were subcritical, thereby failing to be self-sustaining. Additional testing is recommended to
ascertain the frictional spark intensities required to ignite various pyrotechnic compositions.
solvents, solvent vapors, and solvent-pyrotechnic mixtu:res.
4.6 INSTRUMENTED PARR BOMB
A quantitative approach to establishing the detonabUity of the pyrotechnic through a study of the
deflagration to detonation transition was attempted wherElin the burning rate as a function of
pressure was determined using the heat of combustion closed bomb (Parr Bomb).
The instrurneatation technique utilized a Whittaker pressure transducer, a Tektronix 545
oscilloscope with Polaroid attachment and a hot wire ignition source in the Parr Bomb apparatus.
Initiation of the hot wire ignition source and triggering oj[ the oscilloscope were performed
manually. Tbe test setup is shown in Figure 4-65.
Measurement of the resultant pressures produced by the hot wire ignition of 1.0 gram of the
loose granular pyrotechnic material using the modified Parr Bomb as the pressur.e vessel result-
ed in typical time-pressure profiles as shown in Figures 4-66 and 4-67. In each case the sweep
time of the oscilloscope was set for 0.5 seconds per centimeter and the pressure at 100 psi per
centimeter.
Test results were tabulated by material versus pressure, rise time and assumed burn rate from
a linear interpolation of the rise time. Results are shown in Table 4-7.
A comparison of the closed bomb burn rate data with that taken from the tests performed in the
HE Equivalency test series (paragraph 4.4) for equivalent sample materials is shown in Table
4-8. Since the HE Equivalency value is based on the time from initiation to rupture of the vessel
and the Parr Bomb value on the peak pressure versus time, there is little or no direct comparison,
except in relative ranking, which is compared with other sensitivity data in Table 5-l.
The small number of test values preclude ranking the Parr Bomb Pressure Rise with respect to
hazard potential; however there is an indication that the lactose base compositions exhibit
higher pressure in the Parr Bomb.
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Figure 4-65. Pressure/Time Instnlmentation
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Table 4-7. Parr Bomb Pressure Data
PRESSURE RISE TIME BURN RATE
MATERIAL PSIG SEC SEC/GRAM
Black Powder 280 .01 .01
KCI03 S 240 .04 .04
Lactose Red 335 0.5 0.5
Lactose Green 340 0.7 0.7
Lactose Yellow 227 1.5 1.5
Lactose Violet 250 0.8 0.8
Sulfur Red 200 0.8 0.8
Sulfur Green 220 0.8 0.8
Sulfur Yellow 1:30 0.8 0.8
Sulfur Violet 200 0.9 0.9
Table 4-8. Parr Bomb VerslLls HE Equivalency
COOK-oFF TIME PARR BOMB DATA
COMPOSITION HE EQUIV. TESTS BURN RATE PRESSURE
MILLISECOND SECOND (pSIG)
Sulfur Red 7.2 0.8 200
Sulfur Green 12.9 0.8 220
Sulfur Violet 14.6 0.9 200
Lactose Red 3.7 0.5 335
Lactose Green 34.1 0.7 340
Lactose Violet 21.0 0.8 250
R-059
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Comparison 'burn rates" from various tests and published sources are presented in Table 4-9.
The function time value was extracted from the pyrotechnic-confined data collected during
the detonation of high explosives di8cussed in paragraph 4.4. The Parr Bomb value was taken
from data contained in paragraph 4. 6 and the detonation rate was taken from Reference 7
"Explosives Series Properties of Explosives of Military Interest. "
Table 4·-9. Burn RatEl Data Comparison
BURN HATE
MATERIAL (HE) FUNCTION TIME PARR~ DETONATION RATE
Black Powder Not tested 100 gram/sec 400 meters/sec
TNT Flaked • 17 mlll1sec Not tested 6825 meters sec
Composition C-4 • 12 mUllsec Not tested 8040 meters/sec
Pyrotechnic (avg) 15.6 mUUsec 1 gram/sec Data not available
Analysis of the values shows that the average confined burn rate for the pyrotechnics is in the
neighborhood of one-bundred (100 times slower relat:lve to the black powder and high explosives
(TNT and C-4 confined).
Detonation rate data was Dot determined from the HE equivalency test series, however, in
looking at the data in Table 4-9, it can be postulated that pyrotechnic compositions would exhibit
a subsonic detonation rate.
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SECTION 5
SEGMENT 4 - DATA REQUIRED FOR TESTING, EVALUATION,
AND CLASSIFICATION OF PYROTECHNICS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This segment of the program was strllcturec. to provide for correlation of the acquired data
and information with respect to modification of a specification for evaluation and classi-
fication of pyrotechnic materials. Recognizlng that the tests performed in previous phases
and segments of the program are directly a~'pUcahlE! to the final recommendations for
specification modifications this segmEmt has been divided into two parts:
• Data Comparison
• Conclusions and Recommends tions
5.2 DATA COMPARISON
To better understand the potential hazards s ssociau!d with the pyrotechnics an analysis was
made of each test and its relationship with other tests performed. From this analysis an
indication of a hazard index will provide the basis for criteria to be applied to pyrorechnics.
An eventual military specification prepared ,!xclusively for the evaluation and classification
of pyrotechnics wwld be advisable. A matr lx of the tests performed, their individual hazard
ranking and the material tested is shown in Table 5-1.
Each test is individually ranked numerically from the least to the most hazar~ous value. The
follOWing discussions of each test and comparison with other tests are based on the comparison
of values only.
5.2.1 DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALY:HS (DTA)
This test examines the ignition temperature of the sample material through the application
of controlled heat rise to the temperature at which decomposition occurs. Since the greatest
hazard with respect to ignition is relatable tl) the lowest temperature the ranking reflects
Lactose Green as the least hazardous and He White Smoke and Fuel Mix as the most hazardous.
5.2.2 HEAT OF COMBUSTION (PARR BO\fB)
This test was utilized to examine the quantit:, of heat in calories liberated by the combustion
of 1 gram of the sample material. Ranking is based on the greater the value of heat liberated
the greater the hazard. By this method, it is shown that HC White Smoke and Fuel Mix are
the least hazardous material and Lactose Rej the greatest. The heat of combustion for TNT
has been determined to be 3620 calories per gram and would therefore, by comparison with
pyrotechnic materials, be more hazardous. It dOE~S not necessarily apply that there is a
direct relationship between the TNT and pyrotechnic since the rate of heat liberation could
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vary from one to another. Values for the puticular pyrotechnics in this program have not
previously been determined although values fur sever'al binary systems and fuel oxidizer
combinations are given in Engineering Desip HandbclOk, M1l1tary Pyrotechnic Series, Part One,
Theory and Application. (See bibliography)
Further research into modified applications uf the Parr Bomb to determine pressure rise and
burn rate characteristics of the pyrote4~hnic naterials is recommended. Paragraph 5.2.3
discusses some of the work done on an instrumented Parr Bomb.
5.2.3 INSTRUMENTED PARR BOMB
The instrumented Parr Bomb test was discussed in Section 4.6. The data is summarized
in Table 5-1 and shows the variation in pressure for the various lactose and sulfur base com-
positions. The most hazardous appears to be lactoSE- green with a value of 340 psi and the
least hazardous sulfur yellow with 130 psi. As staled previously a tremendous potential exists
for a closed bomb type test for classificathn and E!valuation determination. There is a
possib1l1ty that a modified Parr Bomb rJ1strunented with a sophisticated instrumentation/data
acquisition system may be substituted for the HE eqUivalency test.
5.2.4 IMPACT SENSITIVITY (PHASE I)
Statistically the results taken from a 20 test drop sampling are inconclusive. The population
(quantity) of tests should be increased to pernit bette,r statistical correlation. For the pur-
pose of this comparison, only that data appU~able to the 10 inch drop as taken from the
Phase J report are being considered. Data r4tcorded reflect Explosion, Decomposition and :-':0
Reaction. Thus, the ranking proceeds from Lactose Red which shows 0- Expl,osions,
I-Decomposition and 9-No Reactions 1.0 Sulfur ViolE!t with 2-Explosions, 5-Decompositions and
3-No Reactions.
5.2.5 ELECTR<l;TATICS
This test was performed to measure the sensltivity of the pyrotechnic materials to ignition
by electrostatic charge. Sensitivity rankings begin at .236 Joules as the least sensitive and
proceed to .102 Joules for the most sensitive. Lactose Red is the least hazardous and Lactose
Yellow the most hazardous by this test.
5.2.6 HE EQUIVALENCY
This test as performed on the pyrotechnic materials established two (2) individual and dis-
tinct values for HE equivalency in percentage;. Each of the two values was obtained from
100 grams of sample and normalized to an equal mass of reference material. The references
used were:
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• Trinitrotoluene (TNT) flaked - confined detonation, 100 gram weights
• Composition C-4 (C-4) - confined detonation. 100 gram weights
Examination by comparison of equivalent weigh;s of both reference and sample at a selected
"Z" of 5.25 (Z =~) against published valles of pentolite at the same scaled distance
indicated that the reference material detonatior: was most nearly equivalent to the published
data when 100 grams of Composition C-,4 with II density of approximately I. 60 gram/C:\I3 were
confined· in a vessel having an LID ratio of 2. f7: 1. Comparison of the magnitude of the norma-
lized peak overpressures indicated that. Sulfur 1riolet has the lowest HE equivalency and Lactose
Violet has the highest.
5.2.7 SUMMARY ANALYSIS
With few exceptions which may be accounted fOJ' either by the small number of tests performed
or by the likelihood of significant sample component ratio differences due to small sample
sizes (milligram) used in some tests. thE!re is ,l fairly close correlation between the test
results which measure the initiation sensitivity of the material. The results of the Differential
Thermal Analysis, Impact, and Electrostatic tE sts show a close correlation in ranking of
seven out of eight of the samples. Only Lactosl! Violet varied greatly in the relative rankings
in the three tests.
In summary the reference data collected in this program establish the feasibility for use of
small explosive charge diameters and (~onfigur~,tions to be used for experimental purposes in
determination of the hazard potentials of many 'lompounds and materials. Our experience in-
dicates that with utilization of proper instrumerltation techniques and small charges the need
for large scale pyrotechnic testing can bE! greatly reduced. The HE Equivalency values
obtained in these tests are in the range from 0-l2 perCE!nt. These low values characterize the
relatively low efficiency of pyrotechnic materials for production of a blast wave.
5.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIOr-S
5.3.1 GENERAL
The objective of this section is to recommend modifications to current TB-700-2 methods and
propose new tests and techniques in order to establish a definitive pyrotechnic hazards classi-
fication test program. This program is to be consistent with the particular properties
inherent with pyrotechnic compositions and mat:!rials which characterize their potential for
inducing a hazardous situation. The hazardous situations involving pyrotechnics are not
limited to those within the TB-700-2 scope; thoile being transportation, handling (loading, un-
loading, and stacking), and storage.
* "In a cardboard tube"
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5.3.2 TB 700-2 CRITERIA
Our analysis of the TB 700-2 classification tech 1iques for these situations is that the existing
document does provide reasonable classlficatiol1 procedures with appropriate simulation
criteria for conditions associated with storage, transportation and handling. However, the
information attained from these tests is insuffic lent tCI meet the needs of operating personne I
in evaluating process station hazards. Additiol1ally present methods do not involve sufficient
instrumentation to provide the quantitatIve measurement of results desired. This inadequacy
results in much latitude in interpretation of results and a general lack of quantitative classi-
fication criteria. The other primary objection to the current TB 700-2 approach is its failure
to base its classificat ion criteria to an appropriate phenomenological formation. The ICT
sequence technique prOVides such an approach. Fortuitously the current test series was
observed to adequately provide a measure' of some of the elements of the ICT sequence. The
appropriateness of the current interpret.ation cr,teria to> establish the classification of
materials by ICT parameters is questionable and requires reevaluation - particularly in the
case of pyrotechnics. The current heuristic apl1roach tlO pyrotechnic hazards classification
should be changed. The data and result.s of this study should provide a significant fraction
of the input required to effect this change.
As mentioned earlier the TB 700-2 applicability spectrum excludes many severe environmental
situations such as occur during processing!man11facturilllg and development. The Phase II
(GE-MTSD-R-058) portion of the current Hazarcls Evaluation Program provided a compre-
hensive analysis of the hazards involved during I,he manufacturing processes. One of the
primary conclusions from that study was that establishment of material properties., par-
ticularly as related to the extreme envirolllmentd conditions of confinement, pressure, heat,
friction, etc. encountered during manufacture, : s required to establish appropriate safety
criteria to optimize safety and cost effectivenes:i.
In addition the current TB 700-2 test program e:teludes determination or consideration of the
potential for electrostatic discharge ignition of lnaterials. This ignition mechanism has been
studied in detail in an electrostatic vulnerability program. E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters were
the items evaluated (GE-MTSD-R-052 and 057), but there is general applicability of the tech-
niques and tests used in that study. The reader is referred to the aforementioned reports for
the conclusions and recommendations resulting irom those studies.
5.3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODIFICATION OF EXISTING TESTS
5.3.3.1 Impact sensitivity Test
Specifically we recommend that the impact senllitivity apparatus be modified to include
a strain guage positioned to measure the E:xpansion of the confining cup during impact. Our
studies indicate that it should be possible to desc:riminate between an explosive and a
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non-explosive by this technique, thus providirig a positive criteria on which to base the order
of response. Once thoroughly investigated aDcl proofed, this reading should replace the current
sonic characteristic criteria for interpretatior. of results.
The quantity of material used in this test shouid be reE!valuated to consider the statistical
fluctuation in relative concentrations of the components of a small composition sample. For
example, if one considers a compound consistillg of (~omponentswhich are co mposed of identical
grain size distributions and if the initial batch from which the sample is taken is homogeneously
mixed and of exactly the correct proportions, then the sample size must include enou~h ~ains
n so that the permissible error in proportions is maintained. Statistically this requiremcnt
result s in the condition that
(X error < 100
,.,m-
Thus if a 1 percent error is specified at least 10,000 grains must be included in the sample.
If the sample is prepared by passing through a /;200 sieve (0.003 inches opening) and assuming
the average grain volume is 2 x 10-7 cm3 with an average density of 2 gm/cm3 , then a minimum
sample mass of 4 mgs is required for 10, errol's. This example is very idealized (for example
trere is no requirement in TB 700-2 as to sievLng) and a realistic application of this analysis
will deviate significantly from the assumptions made, thus it is recommended that the samplc
size be increased to the 20 to 50 mgm range slibject to further study and analysis.
5. 3. 3. 2 Standard Detonation Test
As recommended previously some modificatior to the standard detonation test might impro\'e
interpretation of resul ts. Specification of a standard type of lightweight container, and the
utilization of a go-no go gage to meaSUrE! mino:' deformation will help in providing for correla-
tion of data. However this test is not recomml!nded for the evaluation of granular pyrotechnics.
5.3.3.3 Ignition and Unconfined Burning Tes:s
This test,if retained, should be modified as pr(!viously suggested, to provide for a standardized
(e. g. filter paper) container for the granular pfrotechnic materials. Some specification should
be made to minimize variance in the propertie~ of the fire to which the single or 4 block samples
are subjected such as the use of alcohol/glass 'I{ool rather than kerosene soaked sawdust.
Again this test is not recommended for granular pyrotE!chnics, for the reasons listed, and
because the mass variance from 1 to 4 blocks is not believed sufficient to be meaningful.
5.3.4 THERMAL STABILITY TEST
This test is useful in determining whether a material may ignite in the normal thermal extremes
(excluding fire) of the transportation envi:ronmEnt. The following modifications are recommended
for its improvement.
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Insertion of thermocouples in sample and in tile oven to indicate temperature excursions, as
discussed preViously, will help in obtaining more useful information, as will the development
of a weight loss specification as a "sign.tficant change of state. "
It is believed however, that a DTA test is mOJ'e quantiitative and should replace the thermal
stability test, particularly since other proces,l studies should have indicated a potential "cook
ofr' at these temperatures.
5.3.5 CARD GAP TESTS
The card gap test is of doubtful value in the classification of pyrotechnics. Some of the possible
modifications as discussed previously, 1.e.,lcnger length of sample, softer witness plate, etc.,
will help improve its usefulness but it is not recommEmded for classification of pyrotechnics.
More useful information may be obtained by u:ling the modified HE equivalency test fixture
utilized in this program.
5.3.6 END ITEM TESTS
End item tests are considered useful in evalu~t:ing storage and shipping hazards, and should be
retained, including a requirement to measure overpressure and impulse, with an acceptable
transducer system. Additionally, high speed movie film records should be made.
5.3.7 ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED TESTS
5.3.7.1 HE Equivalency
HE equivalency testing has provided a technique for correlating the blast energy output of
pyrotechnics to that of a standard HE (TNT an:f C-4 in our study). The confinement afforded
by the vessel provides the capability to obtain high pn!ssures during reaction which affect the
reaction rate. Unfortunately the effect of the ,essel on the shock wave produced is to extr:lct
some energy from it to fissure the walls and supply a contribution due to release of the ambient
internal pressure. However. if the vessel is )roperly calibrated by High Explosives tests, the
information obtained will be of value, particullrly in assessing operational station hazards.
The relevancy of this test is obvious during certain manufacturing processes, where various
degrees of confinement are maintained. Thus this test, while requiring further study to fully
establish a validity interpretation criteria, is recommended as a classification test appl icable
to pyrotechnics.
While it has been stated that any composition capable of an exothermic reaction can be made to
detonate, the results of tests conducted as part of this program are not conclusive.
As touched upon previously, the investigations of the smoke mixes concerned have shown that
"worst case" confinement had to be achieved before any severe reaction was observed. Although
under these conditions a characteristic pressure time record is obtained, it has been theorized
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that the overpressure resulting from the TNT ec uivalen1cy test explosion is simply a pneumatic
rupture of the test vessel. The test vessEll in this case is 1 7/8 inch 00 seamless tubing with
a 0.22.:. • 02 inch wall thiclmess, 5 1/2 inches leng. The calculated burst pressure of this
pipe is 6600.:. 600 psi. Some work has been done in the area of TNT equivalency determination
for bursting pressure vessels by R. E. Olson, Safety Specialist of the Martin Company, Denver,
Colorado and others. Table 5-2 is n tabulation of data which shows the TNT eqUivalency value
in terms of pounds of TNT per cubic foot of tank (presslilre vessel) volume for varying tank
pressures. Using the nominal value of 6600 psi as thE! tank pressure and interpolating between
the appropriate energy equivalencies in Table 5-2, a value of 4.056 pounds TNT per cubic foot
of tank volume is obtained. Using the volume of the TNT equivalency sample vessel, 8.9 cubic
inches, a TNT eqUivalency value of . 0209 poundll or 9. 5 grams is obtained. When compared to
the 100 gram charge weight used for pyrotechnics a TNT eqUivalency value of 9.5"0 results.
This compares very favorably to the average TNT eqUivalency values obtained in the test pro-
gram reported in Section 4, which ranged from 1.7170 to 11. 4/fh (based on 100 grams of C-4
confined). Assuming nominal variation in ruptuJ'e characteristics and material specifi cations.
an even closer correlation can be made.
5.3. 7. 2 Hartmann Apparatus Test
It has been concluded that the Hartmann Apparatus reprE!Sents a significant testing method for
a general parametric evaluation of dust suspensi:ms. Aig shown in Table 4-4, the results of
the minimum concentration rankings appear consistent with other tests in indicating the material
ease of initiation. For pyrotechnics it has been guggestl~ that a more positive, volumetric
type of ignition source (1. e. gun cotton) as oppoged to hot wire, single spark, ~tc., is warranted.
Additionally, selection of a larger size dust cham:>er would make the data less dependent of the
characteristics of the dispersion system.
5.3.7.3 Differential Thermal Analysis (OTA)
The DTA test is believed to be a useful supplement to pyrotechnic classification tests. It pro-
vides for relative ranking of pyrotechnics to eact, other, to explosives, and to other less reactive
hazardous materials. As shown in the tabul ations of test data (Table 5-1). the results of such
rankings appear consistent with other tests in inCicating the materials ease of initiation (0. It
is recommended as a criteria for hazards evaluation purposes.
5.3.7.4 Parr Bomb
This test both in the normal configuration and instrumentation has been discussed in some detail
above. As previously pointed out above, the potEntial for this test as a candidate sensitiVity/
classification and evaluation test is probably the highest than for any othe r test.
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Table 5-2. Enel'gy Equivalent Table
Tank Pressure
(paig)
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
Energy Equivalent in Pounds of TNT
per Cubic Foot of Tank Volume
0.001238
0.002711
0.004591
0.00748
0.00936
0.01277
0.01458
0.01729
0.0203
0.0230
0.0566
0.09418
0.1340
0.1787
0.2252
0.2719
0.3211
0.3710
0.4150
0.4937
1. 043
2.218
2.960
3.650
4.326
5.05
5.79
7.53
15.29
22.53
Note: To obtain the pressure vessel energy I!quivalent, multiply the energy equivalent per
cubic foot by the vessel volume in cub ,c feet.
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5.3. 7.5 Summary
It is believed that the recommendations here' n will provide an effective interim modification to
pyrotechntc classtftcation crtterta. As further evaluation and testing proceeds, the basic leT
parameters referred to heretn wtll be developed and quantified.
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